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INTRODUCTION

The body of nineteenth and twentieth-century fiction

includ.es numerous experiments with the so-call-ed "unreliabl-e

narrator."l The term is generally applied. to the narrator

whose understanding of a story is at odds with that of the

skillful- reader. The accepted measure of a narrator's re-

liability is his proximity to what hlayne Booth terms "the

implied author."2 i¡lhen an author creates a work of fiction,

he presents, through the slm total of al-l- the elements with-

in that work's structure, a certain picture of himself. That

is, he I'impl-ies" that he is a person who shares the outlook

and values inherent in his own work. A narrator whose out-

look seems contrary to that of this "implied author" r'tay be

termed "unreliable. "

In many cases the gap between the implied author and

the narrator is instantly recognizable. For example, nar-

rators such as Huck Finn and Salinger's Hol-den Caul-fiel-d

are presented as children, but few readers would take this

to mean that The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn and The

Catcher in the Rye had actually been written by children.

The child-narrator is in a way analogous to the psyehotic

l1rtlayne C. Booth, The $hetoric of Fiction(Chicago: The
Universiiy of Chicago Press;î9Til-,lp.TFB

1l-

tÞiu., p.?5.
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narrator as exemplified in Browning's dramatic monologues.

Even a rel-atively uninformed reader would not be tempted in

either case to assume identity between author and narrator.

In the case of a creation sueh as conrad's narrator

Marlow, this question of distance is slightly more involved.

Marlow is neither psychotic nor a chiId, but this is not to

say that he is at one with the implied author. Moreovert

their relative closeness(in comparison' for examPfe, with

that between the Duke of Ferrara and the implied author of

Browning's "My Last Duchess") may make it especially diffi-

cult for the reader to detect instances where they diverge.

These possibiLities of confusion have prompted me to under-

take a stud.y which I hope wilL prove.of value: that of the

potential for unreliability in MarLow as he appears in

"Heart of Darkness"' lorc! Jim' and Change.

It is now necessary to provide a brief explanation of

how the idea of distance between narrator and implied author

might work in practice with regard to conrad's novels. I

would. like to anticipate briefly my first chapter by citing

a coUple of exalnpl-es from "Heart of Darkness. " The concept

itself will often be referred to in the course of the thesis

aS "ironyr" but it is useful to keep the word "distance" in

mind. because it helps to explain how j-rony is detected. For

example, although there is every indication that the opera-
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tions of the Company in the Belgian Congo are demoni-c, Mar-

Low remains proud of his work and even seems to consider it
a possible means to sal-vation. I¡le see Marl-ow ironically
here. That is, we detect a distance between the views of

the person who created the storyr and those of the narrator

who is merely telling the story. I[y thesis will also argue

that Marlow is the victim of irony in his final treatment

of Mr. Kurtz. Marlow's notion that Kurtz dies repentant

seems wrong-headed given the tangible evidence of Kurtz's

nature that he has alread.y conveyed to us. An apparent in-
ability such as Marlow's to draw correct inferences from

characters and events is the crux of narrative unrel-iability.

I feel that Marl-ow's distortions form a "tangled web"

of an amazingly consistent pattern throughout his narratives,

and that one of the important keys into the mysteries of his

personality lies in the confusing language he uses. To dis-

miss the latter problem out of hand as the mere result of

a lack of control on the author's part is, I think, to

undervalue the author's artistic integrity. It seems more

likely that, for various psychological reasons which I will
explore in the next three chapters, the meaning of Marlow's

stories at times el-udes him. And this is very different
from F. R. leavis's critici-sm of Conrad himself for "not

knowing what he means."3

3F. R. leavís, The Great Tradition(New York: New York
Uni-versity Press , L96ET, plT8ol
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I woul,d l-ike to begin this examination of Conrad's

narrative technique by looking very briefly at "Youthr "

the short story in which Marlow first appeared in 1898.

There are obvious similarities between this story and the

novels, the most important being that it too engages lvlarl-ow

in the mode of retrospective autobì-ography.'Ho*"lr"", the

distinguishing feature of "Youth" is that it presents the

younger Marlow as the onfy major character within the tal-e.

Inlhereas the novels call upon Marlow to d.el-ve j-nto the psy-

ches of their tormented protagonists, "Youth" merely re-
quires him to recreate the illusions of his younger self.
This situation tends to limit the reader's opportunities

to view the narrator ironically. In the novels, there is
room to questi-on Marl-ow's understanding of the protagonists,

but it is more difficult to question i\larlow's personal

recol-Lections of his own thoughts and feelings. Judging

by l\[arlow's account in "Youthr" the excitement and adventure

of his perils at sea, â.rrd. the alluring prospect of the East

rendered him for the large part oblivious to fearr pâin,

humil-iation, and thirst. One might suspect that the older

Marlow's selection of psychological detail has the effect
of exagge::ating the bravery of his former self. However,

there is no solid evidence within the text itself to sup-

port sueh a case against Marl-ow, and hence no positive

indication that Conrad. intends us to view his naruator

:il
ì:.ì
:ìì

.i1
ir.
:l

;.'
aìll
:ìl
:it_



ironically. In fact, if we take Marlow

word, then the younger l{arl-ow becomes

the idea of uneonsci-ous heroism which

vi
the narrator at his

the embodiment of

later plays an im-

portant role in Lord Jim.

Yet there may be another way to approach the matter of

Marl-ow's authority in "Youth." Although we are not in a

position to question the iruthfulness of his story, we may

stilt choose to be skeptical of his interpretations. There

is a sense in which, as John Weston notes, "the older Marl-ow

has not been so much disillusioned as re-ill-usioned . "4 A1-

though Marlow treats his former romantic ideal-, Bankok,

with an obvious irony, he is seemingly oblivious to the

fact that "silIy, charming, beautiful- youth"5 i= itsel-f a

romantic ideal which he now clings to with equal intensity,
and no more reason. There is the possibility that the story

may indicate a darkness inherent in iViarlow's younger sel-f

of which the naruator is unaware. Again, l¡ieston character-

i-zes the young Marlow as a "romantic egoti-st" who "risks
his and his crew's lives, al-l- for 'independent cruising. "'6
The l-abel "egoti-st" introduces some ironies to which the

narratj-ng Marlow is evidently not privy. He has fostered

þronn Howard lÂleston,
Time's Darkness, " Studies

"'Youth: ' Conrad's
in Short Fiction,

Irony and
11 , No .4 (tg7t+) ,

p.403.
5Jo="ph Conrad., "Youth" and "The End

( Harmo nd swórth : P e nguî?lEoõls- LTa . J 98-Ð-,
6..

t,\, eston,

of the
- ==-p. J).

Time 's

Tether"

p.405.
"'Youth: ' Conrad's Irony and Darkness, "
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an ill-usion of youth as a "silly" but otherwise ideal- state,
whereas readers may see it as appalling in its egotism.

I feel, however, that the gap between narcator and

irnplied author is not large in this instance. Although in-
dividual readers may disagree with Marl-ow's evaluation of

his own youth, the structure of the story seems in general

to endorse his leniency. Young Marlow in his youthful

enthusiasm behaves irresponsibly, but the plot of "Youth"

does not produce any adverse consequences. It strikes me

that the cursing captain of the Celestial that i[ar]-ow en-

counters on reaching port does serve as a reproach to his

fool-ishness, making him feel- as if he has "in some wây,

sinned against the harmony of the universe."T However, by

incl-uding this incident, the implied author has really given

Marlow no more than a playful scolding. He and the rest of

the crew have in fact arrived safely in the East, and the

captain of the Judea himself has no reproaches for the "in-
dependent cruiser. "

There is another aspect of "Youth" which would appear

to legitimize Marlow's narrati-ve authority. As in the three

novels, his monologue is framed by an outside voice, or

what I shall- term the "primary" narrator. But whereas in
the novels this d.evice often serves to provide the reader

with ideas and attitudes which oppose Marlow's, it is notabLe

that the primary narrator of "Youth" supports lüarl-ow in his

?Conrad., "Youth" and. I'The End of the Tether," pp.36t7 .
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idealization of "the youth . the strength . the

romance of iLlusion. "B idhatever darker elements may char-

acterize youth, it appears to be assumed by both narrators

that they will be forgivable and perhaps insignificant in
the face of its glories. The primary narrator also affirms

the id.ea of "the fell-owship of the craftr"9 and. perhaps

shares Marlow's English chauvinism. Just as the loyalty
found in the Judea's crew j-s said by Marlow to be peculiarly

Britishr so the sense of solidarity that characterizes Mar-

low's community of Listeners can be found, according to the

primary narrator, "nowhere but in Eng1and."10

The j-ronies of "Youth" are, then, reasonably gentle.

The younger Marl-ow i-s an obvious romantic, and the "mature"

Marlow is not really much different; but there is nothing

in the story that suggests an attempt by the implied author

to expose the dangers of ill-usion. Rather, the story empha-

sizes its beauty and charm. The chapters that folLow will
attempt to show how Conrad came to practice a mueh more

rigorous explorati-on of the disturbing dj-scord between the

id.eal and the real.

Brbi¿. 
,

o'rbid. ,

p.39

p.9.
lorbid.. , p. zB, p.9.



CHAPTER 1

Conrad's "Heart of Darkness"(]899) provid.es an intri-
guing chal-lenge for the critie concerned with narrative
unreLiability. The technique of retrospective autobiography

all-ows us the opportunity to measure the dj-stance between

Marl-ow the protagonist and Marl-ow the narrator. As with
"Youthr " we are invited to ask whether experience has con-

tributed significantly to the mature Marlow's powers of
perception. Marlow may well be prone to scoff at his own

"youthful" foll-ies, but it is important to decide whether

his stance is accompanied by real wisdom or whether it is
mere posturing. ft is my contention that, while the most

obvious ironj-es in "Heart of Darkness" are undoubtedly

inherent in the attitude of Marlow the narrator toward hi-s

younger sel-f and other characters, there is nonetheLess a

substantial barrier of irony separating this narrator from

the implied author. This irony is present throughout the

bookr and culminates in Marlow's confused recoll-ections

of Kurtz.

To begin a consideration of possible unreliability
inherent in Iliarl-ow's point of view, it may be useful to
focus upon that other narrative voiee which encloses the

tal-e. rt seems natural to appeal to the pri-mary narrator
as a potential source of insight regarding Conrad's own
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attitude toward Marlow.

In his opening remarks, the primary narrator uses a

metaphor associating the meaning of Marlow's tales with
,'the spectral illumination of moonshine."l The derogatory

meaning of the word "moonshine" blends well with the slightly

unenthusiastic way in which the narrator introduces this

particular tale: "l¡le knew we were fated, before the ebb

began to run, to hear about one of Marlow's inconclusive

experienees."2 The condescending note here raises the pos-

sibility that the descri-ption of Marlow as "a Buddha preaching

in European cl-othes and without a l-otus-flower"3 is intended,

not to give Marlow added credibility, but rather to iron-

icalty undercut his narcatj-ve authori-ty from the start.

The primary narrator may be expressing his own reservations

about the indecisive ambiguity to which Marlow habitually

fal1s prey. For example, Marlow's initial effort to describe

the very subject of his tale "the cul-minating point of
It

my experience"- is anything but successful.

It seemed somehow to throw a kind of light on
everything about me and into my-thoughts'
It was sombre enough, too and pitiful

lJoseph Conrad,
Norton and Compail$r

2_. .,-Ibid. , P.7 ,

3rui¿. , p.6 ,

LL'Ibid. 
' p.7.

"Heart of Darkness"(New York: !ü. L¡J.

Lg?L), p.5.

lì
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not very clear either. No, not very 9+"q"' And
yet it äeemed to throw a kind of light ' -/

Qne is left with the feeling that, if this unnamed experience

was so very signifieant, Marlow's impressions of it should'

be renderabLe in at least slightly more concrete terms' The

primary narrator,s decision to relate Marlow's story indi-

cates that he must feel it to be of importance, vet in his

subtle ridicul-e of Marlow he may be suggesting that the

tale's merits exist in some ways apart from luarlow's be-

wildered. tel]íng of it. l¡lith this possible warning' then'

the reader comes to Marlow's narrative'

It is plain that Marlowl t= he appears in the Congo

narrative, is essentially the same character presented in

"Youth." In the early portion of the tale' the reader has

the same sorts of doubts about Marlow the steamboat captain

as he had about Marl0w the seeond. mate of the Judea' There

is that same element of reckLessness that characteri-zed

the ,,independ.ent crui-ser."6 He is determined to gratify

his chil-dish desire to go to Africa, and' proceeds to do so

in the service of the company in spite of grave warnings

and dark omens.T l¡larlow refuses to be put off by the morbid

circumstances under which his position becomes avail-able

5r¡ia.

:j::l

:i,:
:.::

È
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T
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6corr""d, "Ig@"
Tconrad, "Heart

and "The End

of Darknêss ¡ "

of the le-qherr" P.33,

pp.9-11 .
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for him. He discounts the "fatefuL" presence of the knitters
at the company offices, and apparently d.oes not bother to
speculate about the reason for the secretary,s tone of
"desolation and s¡nnpathy. " He ignores the indirect warning

of the company clerk, and also the implication of the old

doctor's more direct questions.

MarLow selects these details for his narrative, yet

the extent to which he understand.s their import, even in
retrospect, remains unknown. This ambiguity makes the actual
retrospective distance between Marlow the protagonist and"

Marlow the narrator difficult to determine. As in conrad's
earlier tale, Marlow speaks about his "youthful" foll-ies
with bemused contempt, in this case comparing his younger

self with a "si]Iy littLe bird" fascinated by the snake-
alike congo." However, the tend.ency to discrai-m responsibil-

ity for past actions by attributing them to "youth" is aÏl

all too common human characteristic r and cannot stand alone

as evidence of a growth in lt{arlow's wisdom. Marlow's under-

standing of those events leading up to his departure for
Africa may well have grown astronòmicalry over the years,

but it is at least worthwhil-e noting that there is no con-

cl-usive evidence of such a growth. Although the author
depicts the company as the embod.iment of evil by means of
a s¡rmbolism that is almost heavy-hand.ed, Marlow merely

Brbid. 
, p. B.
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provides factual description of his experiences at the

offices, with no comment save for the understated "and

there was something ominous in the atmosphere."9

H. M. DaLeski argues that such possible failures of
insight on Marlow's part are not evidence of true narrative

unreliability. Marl-ow, in Daleski's characterization of him,

does not recount his experiences in the light
of gained knowledge, as Dickens's Pip does,
for instance, in Great Expectations. .
Since he does not-ffiy-unffid-the meaning
of his experience when he begins the narrative,
the tale itself becomes not only a rel-iving of
that experience but a progressive attempt to
penetrate its significance. . . . Marlow tel-l-s
his story in the dark, and should consequently
be seen not so much as an unrel-iabl-e narcator
as one in search of ill-umination.10

To an extent, Marlow's shortcomings can be seen to stem

frour the limitations inher,ent in any individual conscious-

ness. As Ian Inlatt suggests, Marlow hirnself is in some ways

aware of how far he is from being able to tell "the full-
storyr" and his awareness of his own predicament tends to

dissipate the irony of his situation in the eyes of the

reader.11 ¡'urthermore, in such noteworthy incidents as the

er¡ptic "shel-l-ing of the continent"12 and the "rail-road

9rbid. , p.10.
10,,

(New York: Holmes and MffiPu eriltØ)Tp.T.
H. M. Daleski, Joseph Conrad: The l¡lay of Dispossession
rk: Holmes an¿ Mffipu eriltffi), pl54l-

11I"r, lirlatt, Conrad in lhe !,üipeteenth Cegbury(Berkeley:
univers ity of catFornlaTrããã, -T.gaqE p . Z,tL

12Conrad, "Heart of Darkness," p.14.
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constructionr "13 or i-n Conrad's masterfully lmpressionistic

depietion of the attack upon the steamer,14 th" reader's

consciousness is so'tightly pinned to Marlow's that there

is little room for irony in the first place. For the moment,

Marlow's confusion is the reader's. Yet, I feel that the

very essence of "Heart of Darkness" is contained in a basic

core of instances where the reader's analysis of the situa-

tion does run at least one step ahead of Marlow's, and where

Marlow's confused awareness of his own inability to provide

lucid and accurate interpretation only serves to highlight
the extent and peculiar nature of his inadeqtnacies as nar-

rator. This necessarily renders him an even more unmistakable

object of irony. Marlow's fail-ure to identify precisely the

real import of his experience at the Company offices may be

construed as a simple reluctance on his part to state the

obvious, but it may equally be seen as the first in a series

of failures to interpret, either clearly or correctly,

events the meaning of which canno,i¡ be doubted by the reader.

Once Marlow actually begins to describe the progress

of his journey, instances occì"r in which one has greater

reason to question the namator's judgement. For example,

it is quite possible to doubt the validity of Marlow's ap-

parently absol-ute faith in the inherent value of "work."

l3rbia. 
,
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0n the surface, it would appear that Conrad has structured

"Heart of Darkness" around the notion of work's savi-ng power.

Marlow asserts that it was only through his work that he

managed to keep his "hold on the redeeming facts of life"
in the atmosphere of the Outer Station. l5 ffr" companionshlp

of the hard-working boiler-maker is seen by Marlow as pref-

erable to that of the more socially respectable members of
the Company. Laterr âs he travel-s up the river toward Kurtz,

Marlow rejects his own cl-ass and its norms even further. He

cl-aims that the cannibals themseLves are "fine fellows . . .

in their place . men one could work with."!6 lVork is
championed for its own sake. The word "rivets" becomes a

metaphor for sal-vation. Marlow attempts to elaborate on

this practical faith in the fol-lowing passage.

No, I don't like work. I had rather Laze about
and think of all the fine things that can be
done. I don't like work no man does but
I like what is in the work the chance to
find yourself. Your own reality -- for your-
seIf, not for others -- what no man can ever
know.17

It is this attitude of Marlow's that distinguishes him from

the "pilgrims, " who have no j-nterest in work themselves,

but only in profiting by the work of others.

Yet, in the context of "Heart of Darknessr" it is

t5rr¿u. 
,

16r¡i¿.,
p.23 .

p.35.
tTtriq. , p.zg.

I
_;-.
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fina1J-y impossible to share Marl-ow's enthusiasm for the

doctrine of sal-vatíon through hard. work. There is too much

in the story that undermines his position. It seems that
Marlow more often lpqeq than "finds" hj-mself in work, and

as for the contentíon that work is a means of discovering

"realityr" Marlow elsewhere admits that it can be just the

opposite a way of blotting out an unpl-easant reality. lB

During the trip up the Congo, Marlow seems to use his chores

aboard the vessel as an excuse to ignore the vari_ous impli-
cations of what is going on around him: "ti{hen you have to

attend to things of that sort, to the mere incidents of
the surface, the reality -- the reality, I teI1 you --
fad.es. The inner truth is hidden -- 1ucki1y, luckily,"L9
Marlow sees the jungle as something alive, something which

is trying to te1l him some hidden and temible truth about

himsel-f. The exact nature of this truth is uncl-ear in the

earJ-y stages of Marlow's adventures, but it encroaches upon

his consciousness as the thought of some "remote kinship',

with the "wil-d and passionate uproar" of savag"=.20

By concentrating upon the work for its own sake, Marlow

not only attempts to avoid sel-f-knowledge, but is al-so

clearly trying to escape the fact that, in doing his job,

t8.-þ¿q. , p. 3þ .

19tuio.

Zorbid. 
, p.37 .
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he ultimately serves the ends of the Company -- ends with

which no decent or sensitive human being could possibly

be in s¡rrnpathy. Anthony low outlinesthe problem inherent

in Marlow's mYoPic industrY'

Althoughhisded.icatedrepair.ofthesteamboat
ïã "p"ãded 

by the desire to find and to rescue
the mysterioüs Kurtz -- who proves.a tainted
goaf io"-iñ" quest.-- he briãgs.with him the
manager ""ã-tËe 

trigger-happy-pilgrims ' and

{rruJ"aiaã in" evil lñey reþiesent' From the
time that Marlow first signs his contract

. he n"ã """epted 
a jõn corrupted in its

purpose.2l

l\{arlow's position on work, if not exactly unreliabl-e' is

nonether_ess one-sided, and cannot be totalty shared by the

perceptive reader. while l!1arlow may have managed to preserve

some personal sense of morality through dedication to his

work, his inner world is disconnected. from any broad.er

reality, âs is the "beautiful worl-d" of idealism that he

contemptuously accuses women of inhabitir}g'?z

ItisimpossibJ-etoavoidthesubjectofMar}ow'sre-
lationship to Kurtz, even at this relatively early stage in

the discussion, for Marlow refers to Kurtz long before his

actua]-appearanceintheSequenceofthestory.Mar]ow's
belief in Kurtz is strongly connected with his belief in

work, and with the moral confusion inherent in that belief'

His final remark at the end. of the book's first installment

2lArrthorry
an OccuPati.on, "
(L969), p.1.

Low, "'Heart of Darknêss: I The Search-n"åris¡ Literature j-n Transition, L2'
for
No.1

Zaconr^ð., "Heart of Darknesst" p'49'
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is that he was "curious to see whether this man, who had

come equipped with moral j-deas of some sort, would cl-imb

to the top after all and how he would set about his work

when there."23 1¡1s "curiosity" rapidly becomes an obses-

sion, for Marlow originally envisages Kurtz as a moral

touchstone. He imagines him as "a fine fel-l-ow who stuck

to his work for its own sake,"Z4 and he looks to Kurtz for
proof that sticking to one's work, and even rising "to the

top" in the Company's hierarchy, is not incompatible with

hr¡nanitarian principles. Surrounded by the faithless pil-
grims who, he knows, misapply labels such as "criminalr"
"enemyr" and "scoundrêlr" Marl-ow hopes that Kurtz's voice

will- be that of truth, "the pulsating stream of Iight ."25

He shudders at the thought that, Í-nstead, it might turn

out to be "the deceitful flow from the heart of an impen-

etrabl-e d.arkness ."26 However, i\1arlow's dichotomy itself
is faLse. Kurtz's voice, when Iliarlow finally hears it, is
not that of light, nor is it deceitful. Rather, it appears

to contain a dark truth, one that is no more compatible

with Marlow's bel-iefs than is the voice of the jungle it-
self . ll{uch of the narrative is(to borrow the phraseology

23r¡io.

24ruio.

25tøia.

r P.31 .

, P .32,

, P.48 .
26rbid..
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of the l-ater iVlarl-ow in d.escribing Jim's behaviour) either

an attempt to run away from the "fact" of Kurtz, or else

a rather unsuccessful- effort to face it.

It has often been remarked that Marlow appears to

struggle with an endleSS strearn of hopelessly vague lan-

guage. The coÍunentary upon Kurtz and his surroundings is

filIed with expressions such as the following: "inscrutable

purpose ,'2? "unspeakable secrets ,"28 "unspeakable rites,"29

"mysterious frenzyr "30 "inconceivable mystery ,u3t and' "in-

definabre meanin*,,,32 slightly more expl-icit, but not much

more effective in conveying meaning' are the words "lightless

region of subtLe horrors,"33 "forgotten and brutaf in-

stincts ,"34 or "gratified and monstrous passions."35 F. R'

leavis, one of the earlier crities to consider this aspect

of "Heart of Darkness, " interprets it strictly as an artistic

fail-ure.

Conrad must here stand convicted of borrowing

27rvld.. 
,

Z8r¡ia.,
Z9Tbid., 

,

3orbid. 
,

3lrui¿.,
3troiu.

p.62.

p,63.

p. 5L.

p.65.

p.68.

33rbid. , p, sg,
34rÞiu. , p.6?.
35rsio.
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the arts of the magazi-ne-writer(who borrowed
his, shal1 we say, from Kipling or Poe) in
order to impose on his readers . . . a "sig-
nificance" that is merely an emotionaL in-
sistence on the presence of what he can't
produce. The insistence betrays the absense,
the will-ed "intensity" the nulÌity. He is
intent on making a virtue out of not knowing
what he means.Jo

John A. McClure, on the other hand, sees Marlow's haziness

in a more positive light. McClure feels that Conrad is
offering, through Marlow, a "rhetoric of restraint" as a

desirable alternatj-ve to the overbLown rhetoric of imperi-

al-ism.37 tt" latter is exemplified for us in Kurtz's report

to the fnternational- Society for the Suppression of Savage

Customs. If Kurtz "could get himself to believe anythingr "3B

Marlowr âs his nebulous narrat j-ve shows, can get himself to
bel-ieve nothing. McClure takes issue with T,,eavis's judgement

explicitly and. argues that the confusing nature of Marlow's

narrative is not the resul-t of artistic sloppiness, but

rather Conrad's fu11y calculated effort to restraj-n "the

desi-re for comforting soJ-utions, conclusions, certainties. "39

In Mc0lure's view, then, although there is litt1e doubt that
Kurtz's rhetoric is superior to Marlow's in terms of the

number of people that it is like1y to convj-nce, Conrad has

^aJô-- !eai\-:l-S t
ADi rJohn A.

of Darkness, "'ol
L\Jt

38corr""d,

39u"crure,

The Great Tradition, p.180.

McCLure, "The Rhetoric of Restraint in 'Heart
Nineteenth Century Fiction, 32(IgZ7), pp.j10-

"Heart of Darkness," p.74.

"The Rhetoric of Restraint in 'Heart of
Darkness, "' p.3t4.
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chosen to show the reader, through Marlow, the more sane
lt'oalternative. ''

This argument is sound as far as it goes. Leavis is

perhaps too quick to dismiss Marlow's ambivalence as evidence

of a floundering author. Insofar as Marlow argues against

the perverse idealism behind imperial expansion and demon-

strates his skepticism through cautious speech, he is sup-

porting a position whj-ch is born out by the structure of

"Heart of Darkness" as a whole. However, the work was

obviously not written simply as a critique of imperialism,

nor can Kurtz be seen as a mere personification of imperi-

alistie ideals. Kurtz is not associated with any sort of

idealism except in the minds of others, and in the brief
excerpt given from the Report. Idhat about the Kurtz whom

Marl-ow actually encounters in the flesh? It is when deaÌing

with this Kurtz that Marlow's skeptical narrative stance

seems inadequate.

Although Marl-ow offers no "comforting solutions, " his

vagueness itself woul-d seem to be an unsatisfactory evasion

of the discomforting certaintj-es that readers have found

embod.ied in Kurtz. Is Kurtz, once emptied of his high ideals,

simply a "holl-ow sham" as Marlow once cl-aims?41 ltothirtg

could. be further from the truth. Kurtz is the figure who

4utoiu. , p,325.
41conrad, "Heart of Darknessr" p.6?,
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gives the book its broad appeal, for, in forsaking white

civílization, he carries to the furthest extremity a radical
moral- stance on the basis of which the insecure MarLow would

never dare to aet, even were he to comprehend it fu11y.

fn Lionel Trill-ing's work of intel-l-ectual history,
Sincerity and Authenticity, he traces an evolution in moral

outlook, the outcome of which, as Trilling himsel-f notes,

i-s wel1 exemplified in the case of Conrad.'s Mr. Kurtz.+z

The study begins by tracing the idea of "sincerj-ty," which

has its origins in the Renaissance concept of being true

to one's own self(to paraphrase Polonius) within the context

of society. fn his constant concern to do his job properly,

Marlow, it seems, would be demonstrating the quality of

"sincerj.ty," as would the accountant.43 *n" other men of
the Compail$, such as the brickrnaker, define themsel-ves by

a social rol-e that is in fact empty. 0stensibly, they be-

lieve in being sincere, but in their parasiti-e existence,

they are neither true to themselves nor to anyone else.

Trilling gradually exposes a problem in this particular
moral framework. One can only speak i-n terms of "sincerity"
if indivj-duals are defined as accountants, brickmakers,

managers, helmsmen, et cetera. It could be argued that the

42lion"1 Trilling, Sincerity and Al¿t-he.4!¡ç-Éy(Cambridge ¡
Harvard University Press, t972), p.106.

43r"ir-ting does not go into much detail in his dis-
cussion of "Heart of Darkness. " In the remainder of this
paragraph, and 1n the one that foIlows, I am attempting
to state part of his theory in terms of this one particular
noveLla.
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"pilgrims" are al-l-, in fact, "true to themselves', in that
they l-ive to satisfy their own greed. rn having gratified.
arl those "monstrous passions," Kurtz is truest of all.
But what gives Kurtz superior morar status over the pilgrims
is not that he has gratified more passions, but that he

attempts to abandon the val-ues of sincerity(or society)
altogether, and. so ceases to be a h¡¡pocrit".44

TriJ-ling shows how, historically, sincerity was grad-

ua11y replaced by an alternative way of defining the self.
Trilling's own words best serve to describe ,'authenticity."

I think that . I can rely on its suggesting
a more strenuous moral experJ_ence than "sincer-ity" does, a more exigent conception of the sel_f
and of what being true to it consísts in, a widerreference to the universe and man's place i-n it,
and a l-ess acceptant and genial vi-ew of the social
circumstances of life. At the behest of the cri-terion of authenticity, much that was once thoughtto make up the very fabric of cul_ture has come io
seem of little account, mere fantasy or ri_tual, or
downright fal_sification. Conversely, much thatculture traditionally condemned and sought to ex-clude is aecorded a considerabl-e moral ãuthority
by reason of the authenticity claimed fo-r it, fór
example , disord.er, vj-olence , unreason.45

Accordinglv, it is Kurtz's will-íngness to abandon all- socj_al_

pretences, and his ability to live and define himself outside

IJIL"Note that Kurtz is originally defined by the men ofthe Company as "chief of the Inner Stationr" büt, i.n theend, it is not possbil_e to tell_ ,'what he had been. " He is
beyond the designatj-ons of the company¡ or any other known
scheme of social- ranking: rn the words of AntÍrony Low, "Heis a man of many occupations and sor finally, of"none."
low, "'Heart of Darknessi' The search for an occupationr,,p,?.

45t.iltirrg, Sincerity and Authenticity, p. 11.

l
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the structure of society, that make him the most heroic,
and the most "authenticr" figure in the tale. As Trilling
states, even the sincere Marlow "accords Kurtz an admi_ration

and loyalty which amount to homage, and not, ít would Ëeem,

in spite of his d.eeds but because of them.,,46 No d.oubt

MarLow originally admires Kurtz for his high idealsr and.

may finally admire him for what he perceives as a return
to some last vestige of that idealism, but, during Marlow's

stay at the Inner Station, his admiration for Kurtz is
sustained simply because Kurtz offers "at Least a choice

of nightmares ."47 The man who has ,,kicked himself loose

of the earthr"48 th" soul that has gone,,beyond the bounds

of permitted aspirations, ,,49 
^uU 

wel-l appear preferable to
the evil of society. Trilli-ng's insights are var-uable in
the study of narrative unreLiability, for it is Marlow's

adniration for Kurtz, eombined. with his refusal- to faee

the fact that his own system of val-ues is at r-east partially
destroyed in the very exj-stence of such an ad.miration, that
accounts for much of his evasiveness and increasing wrong-

headedness.

There is indeed a perceptible tension between l{arlow's

lrA'"rbid.,
4z-'uonrad.,
þB_- ..

1Þl-o. . ,
lro''rbid.

p. 106.

"Heart of Darkness, " p.63,
p,67 .
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avowed loyalty to Kurtz and his more deeply ingrained com-

mitment to social values which raises the reader's suspicions

of his unrel-iability in that portion of the narrative dealing
with Kurtz. A recent biography of conrad by ZdzisLaw Najder

seems to reflect an increasing awareness amongst contemporary

schol-ars of the inevitable distance separating conrad from

Marlow.

Marlowr a model English gentleman, ex-officer of
the merchant marine, was the embodiment of all-that Conrad would wish to be if he were to become
completely anglicized. And since that was not the
caçe, and çince he did rffi õETe ffiF"-ñIg@õTpoint of vieu, theré wag no-need- @-sel-f with Marlow, either ernotionallv oi inteflec-
tual.l-y uny ltal_Icsj. rv

Although it is doubtful- that Conrad intend.s us to judge

MarLow harshly, he does show us that Marl-ow's retrospective
analysís is not always accurate. fn at l-east one instance,

it is aLmost possible to hear the ironic voj-ce of Conrad

himsel-f in the words of the unwitting Marlow.

The original Kurtz had been educated partly in
England, and as he was good enough to say
himself his s¡rmpathies were in the right
p1ace. Hj-s mother was half-English, hi"s father
was haLf-French. .$Il Europe contributed to the
making of Kurtz.)t

l¡rlhile Marlow may have a growing sense of the folly behind

Belgian imperialism, there is nothing in his character to
suggest that he woul-d be capable of a sarcastic attack on

Sozarisl-aw Najder, Joseph Conrad.: A ChroÐlçle(New Jer-
Rutgers University Press, TI9T)[ p:ZjT:-sey: Rutgers University Fress, t9B3), p.2
51Conrad , "Heart of Darkness, ,' p.50.
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his own nation. In the above passage, I\{arlow simply forgets

the atrocities of Kurtz long enough to affirm the "rightness"

of England. But the reader must not be similarly forgetful.
England too has had a hand in the "making" of Kurtz, and

must share his guilt, It is the reader's task to see through

Marlow's earlier-menti-oned notion that "unselfish belief in
the idea" 5' 

^^U 
redeem imperialism, and that "real work" is

accomplished in some areas of the colonial map.53 Krr"tr'*

"s¡rmpathies" are obviously not "in the right placer" except

when viewed from the perspective of one very narrow set of

prejudices. Kurtz's own evil is the evil- of man, and England,

of course, does not stand exempt.

However, the principal irony of "Heart of Darkness" is

not directed at Marlow's nationaL prejudices, but, more

disturbingly, at his continued commitment to civilization
i-n general. In spite of Marl-ow's eventual awareness, both

of the evil inherent in the Company and of Kurtz's own

personal deficiencies, he continues to attribute the man's

downfall largely to the uncivil-ized African enviroment in

which his "nerves went wrong, and caused him to preside at
lIIcertain midnight dances."/- The young Marl-ow's midnight

"rescue" of Kurtz from the jungle, for fear he woul-d be

]:

ìl

52r¡i¿. t p,l ,

53rbid . , p.10.
541¡ia., p.s!.
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"utterl-y }ost r"55 seems a misguid.ed act, but it is apparently

one that has the continued Sanction of Marlow, the narrator.

Indeed, MarÌow evidently retains a saving notíon that

in retrieving Kurtz he at once scored a moral victory over

hi-m, and aided in his final deathbed redemption. This notion

is obviously a delusion. Does Marlow reaIly succeed in ap-

pealing to this soul that could not be appealed to "in the
É1

narne of anything high or l-ow?u)w 7t seems more likely that'

for all Marlow's talk of a "struggle with a soul,"57 his

victory was merely physicat that of a fairly healthy man

over an emaciated and dying one. 0f course Kurtz accompanies

Marlow back to the Stationl Marlow, who had embarked upon

his mission with "clenched fists,"58 ¡-¿ threatened to

"throttl-e" hirn and "smash" his head if he resisted-!59

I would argue that Marlow performs no service for Kurtz.

It is not the jungl-e that has made Kurtz evil-. The jungle

merely exposes the evil- that is already there, and the fact

that Kurtz's dark side comes to be clearly revealed for what

it is, rather than existing in a concealed or socially

legitimized form, is to be Seen, paradoxically' as Kurtz's

55lo*., p.6?.
56r¡i¿.

S?taia.

58lþiu., p.66.
59rbid. , p.6?.
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only remaining virtue. f nd.eed., the very word "d.arkness', has

ironic overtones of which Marlow j-s often forgetful. The

most striking moraL deficienci-es l-ie in the hearts of the

white ivory-hunters, and not in the literal darkness of
savages or jungle.

Contrary to Marlow's ínsistence that he "did not betray

Mr. Kurtz r'60 he has in fact betrayed him in reclaiming

him for the Company and hence for civilization. The rescue

of Kurtz is the aet of a responsibl-e member of society, and

in perforning it Marlow ultimately becomes an apologist for
that society and for the evil inherent in it. Marl-ow's

decisive acti-on indicates that for all- his talk of having

peered "over the edge r"6L the style of l-ife embraced by

Kurtz was never, for him, a real alternati-ve. IVlarlow remains

a product of white civilization. Iliuch as he can admi-re

Kurtz's nihil-ism, much as he realizes the moral hypocrisy

of society, Marlow opts for the more eonvention¿.1- "choice

of nightmares ."62

I\{arlow's unreliability as narrator originates in the

fact that he has obvj-ously never been compJ-etely comfortable

with this choice. The insistence that he was loyal to Kurtz

is a s¡rmptom of this discomfort. Marl-ow also attempts to

6oroiu., p.65.

p.72,

p.63.

6troid. 
,

62raia. 
,
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deceive himself by insisting that the dying Kurtz can be

reconcil-ed with his forrner self , and hence with his old

ideal-s. In saying that "the shade of the original Kurtz

frequented the bed.side of the hol-low sham ,"63 Marlow means

to indicate that Kurtz's conscience bothered him, yet this
seems a questionable analysis given what we know of the

psychology of the "unambiguously extreme"6þ Kurtz. As Peter

Glassman writes,

Perhaps Kurtz did reli-ve his life; perhaps he
even repented every one of its excesses. Every-
thing in his history, though, suggests that he
coul-d not have made such a banal contrition¡
and nothing about the,s,cene Marlow describes
suggests tñat he did.ó5

Kurtz's ideals werer after all, the ídeals upon whieh civ-
ilization is founded, and, in imagining that the dying

Kurtz was stil-l haunted by these, MarLow more than anything

affirms his own attachment to them. Kurtz does not return

to civilization of his own free wil-l, and it is doubtful

that he woul-d return to its mode of thinking either. At

best, the words "The horuor! The horror!" show that there

is something in Kurtz that can still render, as Marlow says,

"a judgment upon the adventures of his souL on this earth r'66

63r¡ia. , p.69.
64^-'Peter J. Glassman, language and Being: Joseph

and. the Literature or lersõEET-y(Nilw yorEicoÏum¡lã
versffi ñss;E6J; p.æ:-

65ruio., p.z3r.
66---Conrad, "Heart of Darkness," p.71.

Conrad

-

unr--
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but these castigated "adventures" must inevitably incl-ude

the pretentions of the imperialistic ideal itseLf.
MarLow's own struggfe with death, then, takes place

in "an impalpable greyness . without the great desire

of victo ry'67 because he has seen his moraL commitments

so tarnished during his African experience. His final 1ie

is an indication, as Ian Watt wrj-tes, that "whatever system

of belief he may have attained has too dubious and private

a status in his own thoughts to be presented as an effective
al-ternative to the illusions of the Intend.ed."68 The general

ambiguity of the narrative can be understood as the outcome

of iliarl"ow's uncertai-n position in lif e. He admires Kurtz

yet cannot subscribe to Kurtz's nihilism. He casts his lot
with society, vet cannot ignore the glimpse he has had of

its h¡rpocrisy. His language is equivocal- because he hasr

no banner to stand firmly behind. His judgments of Kurtz

are contradictory because he is torn between the desire

for truth and the fear that that truth may be impossible

to l-ive with. Marlow's final lie to the Intended is nrobablV*a
not the only instance in which he rejects the truth because

it is "too dark altogeth"r.'69
Critics who have observed a certain measure of unre-

6?r.oiu.

68w"tt, Conrad. in the Nineteenth Century, p.248.
69Con"ad., "Heart of Darkness," p.7g.
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liability in Marlow's narration have not always agreed in
their speculations as to what overall point Conrad nright

be making in the use of such a strategy. Trilling, GJ-assman,

and others have generally operated on the premise that the

"authenti-c" Kurtz must necessarily be a more powerful figure

than Marlow. However, I feel- that the irony Conrad employs

contributes to his naruator's humanityr ârrd that Marlow's

voice, although undercut, still- carries a certain paradoxical-

authority. For lUarlow's evasiveness and uncertainty are

perfectly understandabl-e to the reader who, J-ike Marlow,

wil-l- continue to face the unsettling prospect of living
in society under the dark shadow of truth cast by Kurtz.

Vtlatt suggests that whil-e the reader must judge "Marfow's

overriding moral commitment to civilization" "del-uded" and

"unsatisfactory" in "its supporting argumentsr" it is Marlow

who finalJ-y dominates the work.70

For üsr and no doubt for Conrad, Kurtz makes a
vivid appeal- to the imagination, while Marl-ow
does not, but the contrast between MarLow's
undramatic moral posture and the emblematic
extremiti-es of Kurtz's career itself enacts
one of the ideological- lessons of Heart of
Darkness: that nothing i-s more dangerous-Thap,
manRelusions of au{onomy and omñipotence.71

Conrad appears to have created in Marlow a namative psy-

chology that is frustratingly elusive, and at times dis-
torting, but one the weaknesses of which only serve to

enlarge the story's theme.

?oWrtt, Conrad. in the Nineieenth Century, p.!66,
71r¡i¿. , pp.t67-68.
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CHAPTER 2

In Lord ¿¿p(1900) Conrad conducts an experiment in
narrative technique which parallels, in many ways, the one

that characterj-zes "Heart of Darkness." Again the narrator's
name is Marlow, and agai-n the focus of attention is on the

narrator's relationship to the story, and not simply on

the story itself. Al-though Conrad provides us with more

information about the sailor Jim than he did about the agent

Kurtz, Jim is not particularly compelling in his own right.
As in "Heart of Darknessr" it is Marl-ow's conti-nuing efforts
to come to terms with the social- outeast which give the

book its appeal.

Conrad directs this appeal in lord Jim both at the

reader's sympathy and at his sense of irony. For the reader,

Jim is a disturbing figure. He is quite natural-ly all the

more disturbing for Marl-ow, who is of the same occupational

group. Yet the very el-oseness of the rel-ationship that

develops between Marlow and Jim renders Marlow an unreliable
judge of Jim's character. The Marl-ow of "Heart of Darkness"

tended to boast an identification with Kurtz that did not

fully exist, but in Lord Jim it is the very strength of

Marlow's identification with the protagonist that leads to

narrative distortion.
This distortion is part of a clearly defined narrative

t:
ìrl\..iì
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psychology. Although Marlow may desire the truth about Jim,

he must at the same time veer away from it when it threatens

his own values and beliefs. A negative judgment on Jim coul-d

mean a negative judgment on Marlow as wel-l. For this reason,

Marlow tends to accept Jim's rational-j-zations and al-so offers
some of his own. Should the reader bl-indJ-y accept these, he

will receive a "truth" about Jim that is very much a product

of Jim's defensiveness and Marl-ow's insecurities. The real
truth about Jim may well- be much l-ess flatteríng than Marlow

is will-ing to acknowl-edge.

It is through the primary narrator that we catch our

first glirnpse of Jim's character. lnie are tol-d that Jim looks

upon l-ife with "the contempt of a man destined to shine in
the midst of danger."1 However, this early al-lusion to Jim's

romantic self-image is closely followed by a stunning demon-

stration of Jim's inability to confront danger aboard the

training ship. After the collision incident, and the rescue

in which Jim fails to partake, the reader recognizes the

delusive quality of Jim's ratj-onalization that nature had

"taken him unawares and checked unfairly a generous readiness

for narrow escapês. "2 Th" upshot of his failure appears

to be that his naive "contempt" for danger is strengthened ¡

"He was rather glad he had not gone into the cutter, since

À.

Lord Jim(New York: Iltl.Vü. Norton and
1-Joseph Conrad,

Company, 1968) , p.5.
2_..^ .I O1O. , O. O.
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a lower achievement had served the turn. . ltlhen all-

men flinched, then -- he felt sure he al-one woul-d know

how to deal- with the spurious menace of wind and seas."3

The reader comes to see that this contempt is arrogant and

contemptibl-e in itself . Jim's ideal-istic conception of him-

self is directly opposed to life, and his fail-ure to see

this fact and to make an attempt at reconciliation with

the world is to be seen, even in his youthful days ¡ âs a

serious weakness.

The primary narrator's tale of Jim's early life con-

tinues on to much the sarne effect. The next thing that we

learn of Jim is that "he became chief mate of a fine shi-p,

without ever having been tested by those events of the sea

that show in the light of day the inner worth of a man. "4

While this passage reinforces the val-ues that we wil-l- soon

see in Marlow himself, it certainly does not support his

indecisive attitude toward Jim. From what we know of Jim,

we immedi-ately suspect that he would have failed had he

been tested. Later, when Jim l-ies in hospital after having

been hit by a falling spar, the narrator tells us that Jim

"did not care what the end would be, and in his lucid moments

overvalued his indifference. the danger, when not seen,

has the imperfect vagueness of human thought. "5 fn other

3ruid. 
,

LL'rbid. ,

pp.6-7 .

p,7 .

5r!iq. , p. B.
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words, Jim, in his exhausted state, lacks the courage to

hang on to his l-ife, but, if the truth were known, he is

not rea11y brave enough to face death either. Jim can fear-

less1y scorn death in this case, just as he can scorn the

dangers of the sea, only so long as it is simply part of

his romantic imagination and not ful-l-y perceived. Actual

physical- danger we suspect might be another matter.

After this scene, the primary narrator continues to

buil-d a consistent impression of his subject. The tran-
quility of the sea, we are to1d, panders to Jim's del-usions.

It al-lows him to dream of "valorous deeds" while basking

in an "assurance of everlasting security."o Inlhile one cannot

doubt Jim's moral superi-ority over the other members of

the Patna's crew, the narrator's summarized presentation

of' Jim's consciousness appears to satirize his tol-erant

indifference to their evil-. "He was too pleasurably languid

to dislike actively this or any other thing. The quality

of these men did not matter; he rubbed shoulders with them,

but he was different."T The narrator initially allows us

only a brief l-ook at Jim's life aboard the Patna, $êt,
fleeting as our glimpses are, his character emerges all

too clearly. And later, in the courtroom, Jim's self-centered

contempt for the world around him remaj-ns intact: "They

6toiu., p.11, p.1j.
?rbid. , p.16.
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wanted facts. Facts! They demanded facts from him, as if

facts could explain anything! "8 The order of presentation

in this disjointed narrati-ve appears to be important here.

0n the basis of what we know before the time of the i-nquiry,

the initial reaction of the perceptive reader to Jim and

his troubles cannot be very sympathetic. Jim's dreams and

egotism have del-uded him into thinking that he has been

made the victim of a conspiracy of the tangible world, and

the inquiry itself becomes, in his mind, merely a continua-

tion of the same imagined plot. But the reader is welL

enough acquainted with Jirn to know that his problems stem

rather from i-nternal weaknesses. Such is the view presented

of Jim before Marlow takes over the narrative.

"As a member of an obscure body of men hel-d together

by a community of inglorious toil and by fidelity to a

certai-n standard. of conduct,"9 Marlow is immediately fas-

cinated by Jim's case. Their common national and occupational

heritage, plus a certai-n el-usive el-ement in Jim's appearance,

provide the foundations upon which Marlow's feeling for Jim

is based. The puzzJ-ing and deeply troubling real-ization for

Marlow, oll encountering Jim, is that, regardfess.éf -hi.s

i11-reputed conduct aboard the Patna, Jim is instantly

ut-Þ-ru. 
,

o
'rbid. ,

p.18.

p.31.
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identifiabl-e as "one of us."10 This unexplained phenomenon

leads Marl-ow to suffer hj.s first pangs of d.oubt as to "the

sovereign power enthroned in a fixed stand'ard' of cond'uct"'11

Jim,s upright appearance may not in fact be a guarantee

of his dependability. His lapse in time of crisj-s seems to

indicate that the fj-rmness of his commi-tment to solidarity

cannot really be trusted. A disturbing thought occurs to

Marlow: "I would have trusted the deck to that youngster

on the strength of a síngIe glance, and gone to sleep with

both eyes and, by Jovel -- it wouldn't have been safe."t2

Marl-ow's anxieties over Jim must also inevitably have a

more personal dimension, for there is always the question

as to whether Marlow himself, in a terrifying situation

and with no moral support from the rest of his crew, would

have behaved any d'iff erently from Jim '

The d.anger of such speculation for MarLow is suggested

by the suicide of another fellow seaman' Big Brierly. Bri-

erly's compulsively defensive attitude toward Jim suggests

his recognition that Jim's downfal-l was partly the result

of being caught between two different moral envirorunehfs '

,,cowardice,, had no meaning aboard the Patna, where Jim was

observed only by the German captain and the engineers' Jim's

loruid., p.z?,
11r¡i¿.

1zruia., p.zB.
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shame is brought about solely by his having been found out,

and by his subsequent decision to face the inquiry. What

makes Brierly's existence finally unbearabl-e is the teal1za-

tion that if cowardice and disgrace are not intrinsic to

the i-ndividual, his own "merits and rewards"LS ^r" 
equally

d.ependent on the perceptions of others. This much can be

gathered from MarLow's account, Yet Marlow himsel-f fails

to explicitly make the conrrection between Jim's case and

Brierly's suicide. He says to Captain Jones that what kil-l-ed

Brierly "wasn't anything that wou]d have disturbed much

either of uS twor"14 and, in retrospect, d.ismisses Brierly's

motives as "secret ."!5 Marlow's apparent fail-ure to put

two and two together can be seen as a psychological defense '

an effort to ignore the implications of Jim's case insofar

as they might undermine the premises of his own moral 1ife.

Given the enormj-ty of the moral dilemma posed by Jim

for Marlow, it is not surprising that Marl-ow begins as Jim's

advocate. He shares Jim's contempt for the facts, termi-ng

the inquiry "as j-nstructive as the tapping with a harunar

on an iron box, were the object to find what's inside.'!6

Randal-l Craig notes Marlow's apparent echoing of the primary

t3toiu. , p.i6.
14rbia. 

,

15ruia.,
p.40 .

p. Jo.

.a:.

L

16luiu . , p,is.
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narrator and decl-ares that Conrad "coul-d not agree mo¡s"

with this attitude toward the empirical evidence against

Jim.17 y"t, it seems much more like]y that Marlow and the

primary narrator are not real]y in such close agreement'

and that Conrad does not in fact support liarlow in this

instance. The primary naryator'S "denunciation" of the

facts is, like much of the other material presented in

the f irst four chapters I ârI ironic renderj-ng of Jim's own

impressions and perceptions. In denying the relevance of

"the facts," Jim is in effect denying the objective reality

of his betrayal. Even the reader who takes a generally

s¡rmpathetic view of Jim cannot possibly support him in

this instance. As Albert J. Guerard statesr al-though Jim

may "exist" for us "by the quality of his feeling and the

poignant intensity of his dream, " a man also "is what he

does [my itali"d.,,18 rrr" fact that Mar]-ow supports Jim's

self-defense may indicate, not that Conrad supports it

too, but rather that he is trying to show Marlow's obsessive

need to believe in Jim's innocence. Any protestation of

blamelessness on Jim's part, Ilo matter how feeble, is, after

all-, better than his lnitial "odious"19 posture of indif-

ference. A protesti-ng Jim would vindicate Marlowrs judgrnent

L7-"'Randal-l Craig, "Swapping Yarns: The 0ra1 Mode of
Lord Jim," Conradiana, 13, No.1(1981), p.1Bl.

18¿.l¡ert .1. Guerard, Conrad the Novelist(Cambridge:
Harvard. University Press , Lgfii; p.î6f

19Conru.d, Lord Jim, p.26 .
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of character and show the ability of his values to survj-ve

the grueling test of experience; an indifferent Jim would

tend to indicate that virtuous appearances and moral val-ues

are all a sham. The strength of Marlow's identification

with Jim may sometimes cause him to interpret his behaviour

in a much too flattering light.

Yet the case does not remain simply one of MarLow

identifying strongly with Jim and therefore defending him.

ft becomes evident, for example, that Marlow j-s unable to

maintain this posture once he has actually met:.Jim and is

forced ts deal- with him in the fl-esh. It then becomes Mar-

Iow's chief concern to try to l-imit the guilt to Jim alone,

lest he himsel-f be threatened by its broader implications.

Jim's instinctive defense in the presence of his fellow

seaman is to attempt to manipulate the very identificatj-on

which Marl-ow inevitably fee]s. Marlow admits that, in con-

versation with Jim, he fel-t as if he were being "bulLied"

into making "a fatal admission about myself which would

have had. Some bearlng on the case."20 A= Ian l¡tratt states,

this "ad.mission" would likeIy be one that woul-d jeopardize

"the absol-ute distinction between right and wrong on which

the code of soLidarity depend.s .'2L Jim insists that the

situation on the Patna was morally confusing, protesting

2orbia., p.65.
2lwu.tt, Conrad. in the Nineteenth Century, p.314.
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that there was "not the bread.th of a hair" or "the thíckness

of a sheet of paper between the right and wrong of this
affair."2? H" claims that when he finally made the ju¡np,

it was as if the other deserters had "reached up with a

boat-hook and pulled me over,,23 If Jim,s metaphors are

accurate, then it may be possibler êvêrt for a "gentlemârf ,,'

to fal-l- under a combination of internal- and externar- in-
fl-uences that will- deprive him of his freedom to separate

right from wrong and act accordingly. Marlow cannot accept

this, even as a possibilityr and therefore defensively takes

refuge in sarcasm when dealing with Jim( "rt is difficult
to see a hair at midnight," "How much more [than the thick-
ness of a sheet of paper] did you want?,')

Marlow's original anxiety in encountering Jim may wer-r-

be matched by a certaj-n amount of retrospective distortion
as he tells his story. rn the fl-esh Jim stood as a threat
to Marl-ow's system of val-ues, and there is every indication
that the recollection of the story is still, for Marlow,

an object of grave concern. r woul-d suggest that the dangers

posed for ivlarlow by his intense identification with Jim

paradoxically cause him to fal-l short of achieving true
s¡rmpathetic understanding in his narrative. rt is increasing-

22ûonrad,
?3tbia. 

,

Lord

p.76.

Jim, p.79 .
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1y obvious that illarùow's inquiry into Jim's ongoing case

is l-imited by the two questionable assumpti-ons under which

he operatesr fi-rstIy, that Jim deliberately chose wrong

over right aboard the Patnar ârrd, secondly, that he did

so as a resul-t of his own peculiar weaknesses. lnihile lviarlow's

hostility in his encounters with Jj-m can hardly be missed,

most critics have not pointed to the possibility that Marlow'

in his narrative, is stil-l retrospectively trying to di-stance

himsel-f from Jim. However, H. I\{. Daleski, speaki-ng of "Heart

of Darkness, " accuses Marl-ow of much the same thing: "de-

fensively resisting the application to himsel-f of his own

generalizations, " and "implicitly dissociating himself and

his listeners from Kurtz ,u24 I feel that in Lord Jim, as

in "Heart of Darknessr" Marl-ow's arxiety over the relation-

ship between his subject and himself results in a somewhat

unreliable presentation of both. As with the earl-ier work,

the reader must sympathize with Marlow and even share his

confusion to some extent, Vet, once again, it is, I think,
possible to achieve an understanding of Marlow's tal-e that

runs beyond that of Marlow himself . That is, although ll{arl-ow

the narrator is by his own admission "fated to never see
r- -'r )<

him fJiml c1ear1y,"" the novel- itself appears to demand

that the reader not blindly accept this fate as his owrì.

24Da1"ski, Joseph
pp.fi-5+.

Conrad: The

Zícorn^a, Lord. Jim, p.148.

Vrlay of Dispossession,
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For example, it seems possible to differ with Marlow's

interpretation of Jim's "guilt." Marlow takes Jim to task,

retrospectively, for taking "too much to heart the mere

consequences of his failure, " and for making "so much of

his disgrace whiLe it is the guilt alone that matters ."26

He characterizes Jim as speaking "soberly, with a sort of

composed unreserve r and with a quiet bearing that might

have been the outcome of manly self-control-, of impudence,

of call-ousness, of a colossal- unconsciousness, of a gigantic
,tdeceptiorr.""' In other words, Jim is strong enough not to

betray his profound sense of guilt, or he is impudently

ignoring his guilt, or he feels no guilt, or he is unaware

of his feelings of guilt, or he has managed to rational-ize

his guilt out of exj-stence. Marlow is obsessed with the

idea of guilt because it is this guilt which is essential

in order to show both that the code of soLidarity is ap-

plicable in extremities such as the Patrra affair , and that

Jim, although erring, is what he seeme -- a man of the code.

This obsessj-ve need of Marlow's to portray what he alleges

to be Jj-m's "guilt" may blind the reader to Jim's real

nature, for what Marl-ow once so openly admitted was a selfish
desire to see Jim "squirming like an impaled beetl-s"28

zo-. . -I O1o'. i

27røia. 
,

p. 107.

p.48.

p.26.28rui¿. 
,
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eventually provides the motive for a more reveal-ing and

insidious narrative distortion.
The appraisal of Jim, when conducted through a dis-

torting visi-on, may blur for the reader some of the funda-

mental- truths about Jim that would otherwise be evident

simply from his actions and words as related by Marlow. It
is quite obvious, judging by Jim's calm demeanor, his will--
i-ngness to face the inquiry, and the ease with which he

brushes off the "yeÌlow dog" affair as "altogether my mis-
totaP.er"'/ that his conscienee is largely void of the sort

of guilt that i\{arlow so desperately desires to find, and

the reason for this is fairly elear. In Jim's mind it is
not him that has been disproven; it is the code. Jim's

experiences have led him to what appears to be a superior

knowledge of the code of solidari-ty's limitations as a

determiner of actj-on. However, this posture of Jj-m's clashes

with Marlow's bel-ief in his own superiority, a belief which

is grounded in his absolute commitment to the code.

When Jim is seen in this light, much of his behaviour

which lVlarlow f inds so bizarre becomes readily explicable.

It is not a ghost or "the ghost of a ¡r"1"30 that Jim is
running from, but rather, as the primary narrator says in

29r¡io. , p.I+? ,

3oruia. , p.LL9.
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the first chapter, the "fact" itse1r.31 Jim is not, as Marl-ow

would have it, engaged in the ridiculous task of "running

away' from his own guilt. Rather, he is pursued by a much

more real- flesh and bl-ood nemesis. 0n the one hand are the

members of the Patna's crew and other mi-screants who woul-d

claim kinship with him; on the other are the respectabl-e

Seamen, Such as l[ar]ow himself, who wouLd seek to foist the

burd.en of their own uncertainties on his shoulders. As Jim

departs for Patusan, Marlow comments: "He l-eft his earthl-y

failings behind him and what sort of reputation he had'

and there was a totally new set of conditions for his imagin-

ative faculty to work upon ."32 A small part of this is true,

in that Jim is obvious.l-y trying to leave his reputation

behind, but there is never any question of Jim trying to

transcend the limitations of his own character' nor, for

that matter, is there any evldence that he was "aware of

. f,i,,i= guilt] with an intensity that made him touching ."33

To put it plainIy, Jim goes to Patusan to get away from

those who "remembered. his his misfortunes against
zlthim.")Y 1y1"t'1ow concedes that Jim may simply be a victim

of misfortune, but afso indicates that' regardl-ess, he does

31r¡ia. 
,

32r¡ia. 
,

33r¡ia. 
,

p.4.

p.133.

p.L37 .

p.t+? .34tuio. 
,
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hol-d his part in the latna affair against him. Perhaps one

reason for lUarlow's unreliability as narrator is that, in
his position as Jim's friend, he was always "undercut" by

his own mixed feelings. It is no wonder that Jim is con-

tinually seen manifesting feelings of great discomfort,

or even "disgracer" in Marlow's presence, but this is not

to be confused with true guilt. After all, if Jim really
seemed guilty, Marlow would hardly feel- compelled to insist
so frantically: "It is not I or the worl-d who remember

It is you -- Vou, who remember."35

In short, Marlow fails to give anything like fuII
acknowledgment to the closeness of the true bond existing
between himself and Jim. Perhaps his compulsi-on to tell
Jim's story arises from his own guil-t over never having

been able to open his heart fuIly to his young protegé,

and yet the lack of true sympathy continues to affect the

telling of the story itsel-f . Marlow's open identification
with Jim increasingly gives way to an insistence that Jim

abandoned the fixed standard of conduct voluntarily. Marl-ow

even infers that Jim is no different from the other members

of the Patna's crew.

He f.lim] discovered at once a desi.re that I shoul-d
not confound him with his partners in -- i-n crime,
let us call- it. He was not one of them; he was al--
together of another sort. I gave no sign of dis-
sent. I had no intention, for the sake of the

35ao¿q. , p. 144.
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barren truth, to rob hj-m of the smallest particlg
of any saving grace that would come in his way'Jo

So Marlow, who initially felt disturbed over Jim's "case"

because he recognized him as "one of usr" eventually displays

the extent of this disturbance in pretending that the "baren

truth" is that Jim is "one of them. "

Marlow further d.istances himself from Jim by offering

the theory that Jim's disgraceful- behaviour was brought

about by an overdeveloped imaginati-on.

His confounded imagination had evoked for him
aLl the horror of panic, the trampling rush,
the pitiful screalns ' boats swamped all the
appatling incidentç-of a disaster at sea he
häd ever heard of.37

One might not normally see anything unique in the linking

of fear and fancy, but Marlow seems to portray the imagina-

tion as a bizarre trait characteristic of only the unfortu-

nate few. He twice denies having one of his o*t.38 Mar]ow

is obviously attempting to widen the gap between himself

and. Jim, but in this defensive ploy he runs the risk of

misrepresenting both. The implication that Jim is singularly

laeking in courage is just as misl-eading as l{arlow's eventual

contention that the truth about Jim, the romantic, is beyond

the realm of human discernment. Seen through Marlow's dis-

torting vision, the Patna j-ncident changes from an occuffence

36ruia.,

37r¡i¿. ,

p.49 .

p. 5+.

38l¡i0., p,ß6, p.L3?.
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of universal significance into one that really on]y concerns

"people l-ike Jimr " and. those few unfortunates who may chance

to place their trust in this "rare breed."

As the Patusan venture approaches, and Marlow has

distanced hirnself from Jim in the reader's eyes, his
narcative takes on the decepti-ve aspect of disinterested.
pleading -- the attempt "to fj-nd some shadow of an excuse

for that young fellow" which he has apparently forgotten
was originally undertaken for his "own sake.,'39 Marlow's

defensiveness regarding Jim manj-fests itself not only in
his íncreasing indulgence in overt praise of Jim's character,

but, also, in his tendency to be extremel-y(an¿ perhaps

unduly) critical of those other characters who may seem

to put Jim in an unfavourable light. A case in point is
found in MarLow's depiction of the French l-ieutenant. Al_-

though Marlow obviously valued the lieutenant's opinion
on Jim's case at the time of their meeting, he refers in
retrospect to his "stolid glibness" and l-ikeness to "one

of those snuffy, quiet village priests, into whose ears

are poured the sins, the sufferings, the remorse of peasant
-40generations. " '- In addition, Marl-ow terms the lieutenant

"as incapable of an emotional display as a sack of meal.,,&1

?oJ'Ibid., p.32.
bn'"Ibid.., p.85.
4lroiu., p.86.
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Given this description of the l-ieutenant as being somewhat

cold and remote, it woul-d not be surprising to find him

both uncomprehending of, and uns¡rmpathetic to, Jim and his

case. In fact, however, he is neither. Firstly, he has no

trouble grasping the fact that Jim is different from "the
bcothers."'u gecondly, he admits that, even in his own case,

"given a certain combination of circumstances, fear is sure

to come,u43 Thirdly, he speculates that "one's courage does

not come of itself; " rather, one derives Ít from others

who share the sarre idea1s.44 In other words, the lieutenant

feels that, given Jim's moraL isolation aboard the Patna,

his cowardly behavior is quite understandable. Marlow is
initial-ly overjoyed that the l-ieutenant takes a "l-enient

o'i"*"45 of Jim's case, but his disappointment comes with

the real-ization that the l-ieutenant's identification with

Jj-m can never be complete. His own behavior in the Patna

affair was impeccable. It is the l-ack of wine aboard which

stands out in his memory; the danger itself was apparently

not enough to ruffle him.46 ¿.ttf,ough the potential for
cowardice may hypotheticalÌy exist in the lieutenant, his

Ltc-'IÞiÉ' , P' BB '
lra''I!iê' , P'89 '
lrlr"Ibid., p.90.
lr<'-'Tbid.
46roiu., p.86.
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scars and crippred hand seem to stand out as further testí-
rnony to the fact that he has indeed. passed the tests which

have come his way. An actual fal-l- from grace like Jim,s
is something that the l-j-eutenant can know ,,nothing of ,,4?

Although the lieutenant's words are s¡rmpathetic, the
very existence of such a man wourd seem to damn Jim by com-

parison. Marlow's defense against the lieutenant's powerful
presence is to infer, through the "snuffy priest,' and "sack
of meal-" metaphors, that the lieutenant is not full-y hwnan,

yet the depth of the l-ieutenant's sympathy and understanding
bel-ies Marl-ow's characterization. The rieutenant is not
l-ike Jim, but he is hr¡nan ar-l- the same. His kind are governed.,

not by an idealized serf-image, but by an unreasoned dis-
regard for danger. Far from being obsessed with a sense of
his own brav€ry, the lieutenant, as he searches i_n vain
for wine aboard the patna, is totalry oblivious to the
precarious nature of his situation. As with Bob stanton
who battled with a lady's maj-d on the brink of the sephora

disasterr48 there is no indication that the l-i-eutenant is
conscious of the fate that threatens him. rt is this un-

consciousness that characterizes his soul; bravery is a

thing manufactured by the onLooker.

The next character to comment upon Jim after the

ltc''Ibid., p.90.
bR'"Ibid. , p.91 .
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lieutenant is the Australian Chester. Marlow finds the out-
come of this meeting equally unsatisfactory, as is shown

when he soon afterwards comes to wonder whether he was not

too hasty in his refusal to procure Jim for Chester's guano

island. escapade.4g iuu.rlow's lingering doubts are significant
in that, whi-le Chester's proposed sol-ution to Jj-m's problems

may leave a lot to be desired, his analysis of Jim himself

cannot be easily dismissed. In Chester's víew, Jim is "no

good" beeause he takes the loss of his certificate "to
heart ."50 Chester presents Holy-Terror Robinson, ,'the can-

niba}," as a superior al-ternative: a man who can face public

opinion with the indifference it deserves.51 M"."1-ow d.oes

not give Chester full- credit for his perceptiveness. Chester

recognizes Jim as a man who would jump at the opportunity

to escape to somewhere where he could withdraw into an

idealized image of his self, somewhere where external cir-
cr¡nstances did not pressure him to "see things as they

are. "52 In this recogni-tion, Chester sees ful-I we1l what

Marlow only partially gIímpses: that Jim's problem is shame

and not gui1t. More importantly, though, Chester implies

that Jim is afraid to face the facts, just as surely as

l-uo''rbid. , p. 102.

5ol¡i¿. , p.gg.
51r¡io.

Sztaia.
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the very existence of a man such as the l-ieutenant accuses

Jim of eowardice. Thus Jim is condemned by two seeningly

opposite standards, but for the saÍIe basic flaw.

Marlow eventuafly seeks consol-ation from the merchant

Stein. It is during the visit with Stein that Marlow is
supplied with the term "romantic, " which he goes on to use

repeatedly in reference to Jim. Critics have expended much

energy trying to decipher word by word the meaning of Stein's

contribution to the dialogue, espec5-ally the Line "A man

that is born falls into a dream like a man who falls into

the sea."53 ïn this metaphor, Stein appears to mean that

dreams are the "destructive element." To enjoy a full- life
one must have dreams; but they are potentially destructive

if one tries to immerse oneself in them completely, and

equaJ-Iy destructi-ve if one tries to climb out of them com-

pletely. One drowns either way. From Marl-ow's descripti-on

of the problem, Stein conjectures that Jin is one of those

who "sees himsel-f as a very fine fellow -- so fine as he

can never be .'54 Hence, the dangerous discord. between the

dream and the reality is present. Just how the Patusan

experinent fits in with this view of Jim is unclear, because

we are never treated to any explicit explanation by Stein

of the reasoning behind it. Jim wil-l- be given a chance to

ÉtJrrbid. , p.1;}o.
<lL/ 'Tbid.
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build a new reputation, but he will be forced to do so under

conditions that will- pose a constant test to his courage.

Perhaps, like Stein's butterfly in the ambush, Patusan is

intended as a situation possessj-ng that essential combinati-on

of the ideal and the grimly reaf.

l¡lhatever Stein's reasoning, Marlow accepts the decision,

yet the description of their eneounter contains imagery

of doubt and despair. The "charming and deceptive light"

of Stein's discourse is accompanied by the image of "an

abyss full- of flame=."55 Th" ostensible resolution of Mar-

Iow's inner turmoil is that Jim is simply "romantic

romantic," yet these words are juxtaposed with the reference

to "a crystalline void."56 These images represent what is

at the very least Marlow's "uneasinessr" and such a feeling

is quite understandable when one remembers that, although

Marl-ow has attempted to complete the dissociation of himself

from Jim by labelling Jim a "romantic" and stressing his

own "want of imagination,"5T ¡i^'s psychology is not so

unfathomabl-e, or so different from Marlow's as Marlow makes

it out to be. Inie can take Marlow's earlier hypothesis that

it was Jim's imagination that brought about his downfal-l

as reasonably sound, but the rel-ationship between fear and

(É
',rbid. ,

56toiu. 
,

p.131 ,

p.L32.
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the imagination is certainly not peculiar to the "romantj-c. "

Indeed, Stein has not real-ly contributed any new insight
with his diagnosis of Jim, for there is no indication that

the term "romanti-c" refers to anything other than the willed
discrepency between ideals and actions the same problem

that Marlow and the reader have been aware of from the

start. If Jim is a romantic, then his case intrigues Marlow

precisel-y insofar as he himself is also a romantic. Let

us not allow Marlow to hide behind his "want of imagination. "

It is romantic to believe i-n a fixed and absol-ute standard

of conduct. Inlhat is more, the "imagi-nation" that imagines

the ideal- sel-f and the "imagi-nation" that causes cowardice

in the real situation are one and the same. Marl-ow is wel-l-

aware that the absolution he seeks for the romantj-c, should

it exist, woul-d al-so cover the man of the code. As the 11-

lusory gap between the two increases and Jim becomes an

adventurer in the exotj-c Patusan, Marlow makes his plea

with íncreasing intensity.

Marlow is undercut more obviousLy and to a greater

extent in the second half of Lord Jim. Just as there is

no guilt in Jim, there is
we see Jim as isolated as

training ship, âs isolated

agree with Marlow that "of

no redemption for him. In Patusan,

we originally saw him aboard the

as he was aboard the Patna. !{e

a1l mankind Jim had no dealings
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but with himself,"58 but, unÌike Marlow, wê see what a

severe l-imitation that kind of egocentricity places upon

a human being. The fixed standard of conduct does not guar-

antee bravery, nor does it bind men together. Jim leaves

for Patusan, not from any true feeling of guilt, but because

of his egotistical obsession with the way in which others

see him. He attains an exaggerated sense of his own sel-f-

worth when suruounded by those who know nothing of his past'

only to be reduced to his usual stammering when Marlow pays

him a visit. Similarly, the men of the code cannot bear to

face Jim for the havoc his example plays with their own

self-images. "Let him creep twenty feet underground,"59

Brierly once said. Each one of these men remaj-ns trapped

in his solitary worl-d of self-delusion, little different

from that inhabited by young Jim as we see him in the first

chapter.

Marl-ow goes to great lengths groping for a defense

of Jim in the Patusan section, but, by this point, the odds

are against the readeri finding it convincing. Indeed, Mar-

low's pronouncements on Jim are often as unel-aar and un-

substantiated as the vague and questionable statements about

Kurtz in "Heart of Darkness. " Is there any evidence that

in Patusan Jim was 'iapproaching greatness as genuine as

58rui¿., p.206.

p.41 .59rbid. 
,
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any man ever achieved c'60 After the lesson of'the Patna,

could Jim ever have "seemed to have eome very near

to mastering his fate?"61 Si*i1arly, Marlow's glowing analy-

sj-s of the rel-ationship between Jim and Jewel seems unjusti-

fied: "Nothing . could separate Jim from her. It is

my firm conviction now; it was my firm conviction at the

time; it was the only possible concl-usion from the facts

of the case .'62 r¡lhat facts? Marlow insists upon seeing a

significance and spiritual intensity in the rel-ationship

that are never born out by aetual description. As Bruce

Johnson states: "In the end Lord Jim is about the isolation

of a human soul-, not human community, not even the love

between two peopite.'63 In Jim's marriage with Jewel-, he

has secured trust, something which he perceives himself

as having lost amongst the community of seamen. But this

time he is trusted by someone who does not and could not

possibly be expected to und.erstand or judge him, and this

is but embLematic of the moral isol-ation which is complete

in Patusan.

I¡lhile Marlow has some sense of this dilemma, he sees

Jim, in his solitude, as "a figure set up on a pedestal'

6of¡i¿.

61roio.

6^toiu.

638".'""

, p,L49.

, p.L67 .

, p.1BB.

Johnson, Conrad's Models of Mind (tuinneapolis :

p65-University of Minnesota Press, L97I),
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to represent in his persistent youth the power, and perhaps

the virtues, of races that never grow old, that have emerged

from the gloom."o+ Yet l\{arlow i-s not successful- in convincing

the reader that Jim's "loneliness added. to his stature ,'65
and. indeed he fail-s to indicate how this could be possible.

Marl-ow's metaphor describing Jim as "a tiny white speck,

that seemed to catch all the light Left in a darkened
//

worl-d"oo works on a literal l-evel: Jim is indeed one white

man in a community of blacks. But it is the chief irony

of lord .fim(best stated in the titl-e itsel-f) tfrat the natives

equate a white exterior with spiritual superiority. It is

perhaps a l-ess obvious irony that Marlow himsel-f fall-s prey

to this sort of literal--mindedness. Even Jim laughs at the

delusion upon which his authority in Patusan is based. He

has been found wanting by those of his kind; however, it

does not fol-l-ow that he can be redeemed by surrounding

himself with the trust of those who do not understand him.

The unselfconsci-ous heroi-sm of the nati-ves themselves ironi-

cally provides one of the standards by which Jim will- ul-ti-

mately be judged.

In the Patusan section of the narrative, Marlow has

shifted to a basically passive and uncritical recitation

64ûonrao,
65ro!q. 

,

66rui¿.,

Lord

p.L66.

p.204.

J!4, p,162.
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of Jim's own account. In doing so, Marlow shows that, in

spite of his earlier sarcastj-c attacks, he ultimately shares

Jj-m's perception of the ideal self, and needs to endorse it.

Above all, Marlow insistsr âs his visit to Patusan comes

to an end, that Jim is "truetr -- "romantic, but none the

l-ess true ."6? Marlow closes his first narrative with the

fl-attering image of Jim as light, which is separated from

the epistolary resumption by a short interjection of the

primary narrator's.

The light of his ftfte "privileged man's"] shaded
reading-lamp slept like a sheltered pool, his
footfal-l-s made no sound on the carpét, his wan-
dering days were over. No more horizons as bound-
l-ess as hoper rro more twilights within the forests
as sol-emn as tempÌes, in the hot quest of the
Ever-undiscovered Country over the hill, across
the stream, beyond the wave. The hour was striking!
No more! No morel -- but the opened packet under
the lamp brought back the sounds, the visions, the
very savour of the ps.st a mul-titude of fading
faces, a tumul-t of l-ow voices, dying away upon the
shores of distant seas under a passionate and un-

There appears to be a certain significance in the fact that

the conclusion to Marlow's first narrative is juxtaposed

with the above passage. The former depicts Jim as a ray

of hope; the latter seems to resonate with tones of death

particularly the death of hope itself. The observation of

Royal Roussel- in reference to the function of the primary

consoling sunshine. He sighed and sat down to
read .68

utro*. 
,

68ruia. 
,

p.203.

p.20 5.
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narrator in "Heart of Darkness" is relevant here too: "This

wider vision conditions our entire response to Marlow.

I¡le never lose the sense of seei-ng Marlow and reacting to

IVjarl-ow's story, from the narrator's point of view ."69 Once

again, then, as in the book's beginning' there seems to

be a darker outlook which triumphs over Marlow's because

it surrounds and encloses it. The scattered interjections

of the primary narrator do not all-ow us to forget the sti11-

ness of the "d.eep dusk"7o in which Marlow begins his story,

and the eventual blackness in the midst of which Marlow's

receding cheroot provides the last spark of 1ight.71 The

gloomy tone of the primary narrator may forshadow not just

the physical death of Jim, but the death of the idealism

embodied in the notion of an absolute standard of conduct

in effect, the psychic death of Marlow. Note too that the

beginning of Marlow's letter finds him fighting for credi-

bility in the face of his "privileged" hopeless reader'

who can see no possibility of any good arising from the

Patusan venture. As we move i-nto the f etter, then, we do

so with the suggestion that Jim's end may be a dark one,

not only for him but for all those who hold hopes for the

6gnoyat Roussel, The Metaphysics of Darkness: A Þtudvin the Uniiy anA Oevéfopmelt-õl-îonra¿.Ê FfõEontgaTtÏrnore
anaTnãõilrñ e-.rõrl ns -lõpffi s 

-ÞrëG, îØ l )llpl? 6 - ? ? .

?o0onr"d, Lord Jim, p,2L.
71ruid. , p.?o .
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perfectibility of man.

Jim's end is dark, much darker than l\{arl-ow would líke
to believe. In the conclusion, Marlow stresses Jim's "eternaf

constancy" and suggests the possibility that, in his final-

act, Jim "conquered the fated destiny j-tself" an "extra-
ordinary success" ind.eed. l72 rn. bl-eakest alternative con-

sidered by Marlow i-s that the true meaning of Jim's l-ife

and death may have to remain an insoluble mystery. He does

not speculate as to the darkness that may be at the heart

of that mystery. The circumstances J-eading to Jj.m's death

are indeed sonewhat ambiguous, yet the possibil-ities of

interpretation seem to range among varying shades of dark-

ness. A look at these circumstances shows that the "success"

envisíoned by Marlow is nowhere to be found.

The motivation behind Jim's cal-amitous decision to

al-low Brown's escape is unclear. 0n the one hand, there

is the "siekening suggestion of common guilt"73 which weaves

its way through Brown's words to Jim. Given that Brown uses

such expressions as "jump out of troubl-e" and "saving one's

life in the dark ,"74 it is possi-ble, I suppose, that he

manages to manipulate some sense of guilt which remains

in Jim from the Patna incident. However, j-n view of the

72røia. 
,

73ruio.,

74rui¿. 
,

p.253.

p -235.

P.233, þ.235,
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fact that Jim has displayed little sense of actuaf guilt

in the past, j-t seems more likely that what Brown appeals

to is really Jim's need to keep his ideal self-image un-

tarnished. Jim feels that his own change of abode has given

him a clean slate(he actually uses this expression to de-

scribe the first job procured for him by lVtarlow after the
oÉ

inquiryT)). He will now act benevofently in an effort to

achieve the same for Brown by allowing his escape. Jim's

actions may even be said to result from a need to deny the

identification implied by Brown's words. Ironically, Jim

offers Brown the chance which he suspects Brown would deny

him were their roles reversed. He fails to take into account

that Brown's response to charity will be equally different

from what his own woul-d be.

Quite apart from its implications for Jim's idealized

self , Brown's appeal is equally aimed at the less nobl-e

and Less controlLable areas of his heart. Brown requests

to be all-owed. passage out of Patusan, but at the salne time

threatens to "Send half your unoffending town to heaven

with us j-n smoke,'76 if the request is not granted. Para-

d.oxically, Brown is both pathetic and frightening. It is

perhaps impossible to say in the end which one of these

qualities sways Jím the most.

75r¡i¿. 
, p. 113 .

p.?32.76r¡iu.,
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There is, then, some ambiguity as to Jim's motives in
agreeing to l-et Brown return to the sea. His failure in
judgement is brought about either by fear, or by the desire

to see his ideals triumph in a notably unideal situation,
or by a combination of both. The fact remains that Jim has

failed. He has all-owed other considerations to outweigh

what should have been his two top priorities: providing

the best possible protection for his subjects, and seeing

that justice was done on thej.r behalf after Brown's initial
unprovoked attack. The result is further injustice: a strong

and brave people are made to pay for Jim's weakness. Jim

has once again shown that his appearance of dependabitity

is misleadi,ng, and the people of Patusan, who have no reason

for cherishing what is only an appearance, prove harsher

judges than Brierly and l\{ar1ow.

But Jim's suicidal confrontation of Doramin cannot

be considered an atonement for his life. Suicide might be

justified as a continuati-on of the terms of trust, had that

trust not been so i-rrevocably betrayed¡ ârrd were suicide

not a betrayal itself in the abandonment of Jewe1. Vühen

Marlow speaks of Jim's death as arl "extraordinary success ,'77
there is every indication that he considers this at least

a possibl-e view of the situation, but the reader must "see

things as they are" dripping with an irony that reflects

77tøia., p.z5j.
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Marl-ow's need

ïn lord
for hope.

Jim, then, Marlow recounts a story in whieh

he has too much at stake to provide reliabl-e analysis. His

uncertainty is not so much the result of the unfathomable

nature of events; it j-s more a manifestation of the confl_ict

between his desire for truth and his desi-re for comfort.

There is little justification for the leniency which char-

acterizes Marlow's namative treatment of Jim, whose example

seems to demonstrate, not only that trust can be misplaced

in a mere appearance of virtue, but al-so that each man must

hope and pray that he will- be able to "trust" himsel_f as

new tests arise. Cowardice is Jim's f1aw, and Marl_ow's use

of the term "romantic" is arguably the most confusing de-

ception played upon the reader. Jim is a romantic, but only

in that he prefers imagining an ideal world and an ideaL

self to assuming responsibility for the real world and the

true se1f. Romanticism in this context is congruent with
cowardice. Jim is afraid to face things "as they are, " and

in this light pronouncements of such unlikely judges as

Chester, and even Cornel-ius and Brown, deserve to be given

some credence. Evil is not restricted to the unabashed

vil-lain; it is perhaps more dangerous in those who refuse

to acknowledge its presence. Paradoxically, the novel- seems

to say that one must have the nerve to examine one's own

potential for cowardj-ce, and to admit that one is sometimes
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victimized by it. In attempting to restrict Jim's problem

to one particul-ar character type, the "romanticr" Marlow

demonstrates that he hinsel-f lacks the courage to acknowledge

the universal- implications of Ji-m's case, and, in his attempt

to defend Jim, he reveals his rel-uctance to face the fact
that it is entirely possible for a man of high ideal-s to
possess criminal weaknesses. The error inherent in using

a "fixed standard" as a measure of trustworthiness is nowhere

more evident than in the account of Jim's death, where,

both lllarlow, with his talk of "suecess," and Jim, in his

last "proud and unflinching glance,r'78 appear to confuse

this cowardly escape with a stalwart adherence to principle.

78r¡i¿.



CHAPTER 3

"You know how stupid I can be at times."1 Thus speaks

Marl-ow in the early pages of Chance, the novel- which marks

Conrad's fourth effort with this particular naruati-ve device.

This tirne, Marlow often appears as a comj-c figure, someti-mes

consciously, sometimes unconsciously. He i-s more developed

as a character than in the earl-ier works, and because we

get a stronger, more immediate sense of his weaknesses'

we are less likely now to accept him, even on first reading'

as a thoroughly reliabl-e narrator. Perhaps the central
question to our understanding of Chanee is not "hlhen can't

we trust Marlow?"(for there are really so many instances),

but "hlhen can we trust hirn?" Lìle can, I beLieve, trust Marl-ow

as the s¡rmpathetic voice through which we gain insight into

many of Chance's characters. Indeed, the book would appear

to have been written at l-east partially as a tribute to

the virtue of s¡rmpathetic understanding, as demonstrated

in Marlow. Yet Dlarlow remains potentialJ-y unreliable insofar

as he is not the mere embodiment of a single virtue, but,

once again, a well--developed character whose viewpoint as

narrator contains both appropriate and inappropriate atti-

tudes toward the story he tells. The foll-owing will be a

discussion of the rel-atlonship between Marlow's personality

lJoseph
1984) , p.53.

Conrad, Cha4çe(Harmondsworth: Penguin Books,

57
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and his rol-e as narrator.

Marlow's is, as Gary Geddes notes, "the most genuinely

s¡rmpathetic voice of the novel,"2 and it is this quality

of s¡rmpathy which aceounts for the frequent success of

Marlow's inquiries into the emotj-onal- lives of the other

characters. Conrad establishes Marlow as a character whose

dominant trait is in fact compassion. It is at times an

indiscriminate compassion, and extends not only to Flora

de Barral but also to the Fyne dog whose plight Marlow feel-s

to be analogous. ltlhereas Flora is emotj-onalIy starved, the

dog is physically deprived¡ "supposed to lead a Spartan

existence on a diet of repulsive biscuits with an occasionaL

d"y, hygenic bone throne in. "3 Th"y """ both victims of

the FSmes' l-ack of "i-maginative s¡rmpathy," Such a comparison

may strike the reader as tastelessly sentimental, but MarLow

is elsewhere able to focus his capacity for s¡rmpathetic

understanding so as to achieve a remarkabl-e depth of insight
into character and events. For example, Marlow sees beyond

the conventional wisdom that brands Flora's father a criminal

deserving imprisonment, if not death. MarLow insists that

de Barral, Like his clients, is merely a victim of stupidity.
His sensitivity to detaiL in describing the crowd at de

Bamal's trial- memorably conveys the impression that soci-

z}^ry Geddes, Conrad'q La-Ner govelq(Montreal: McGill-
Queen' s University ffiTgB-il-pì34 .

3conrad, Chance , p.!24.
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ety's judgments of character are superficial and hypocritical.
I . . . fwasJ greatly incommoded by the pressure
of a hulking fellow who was remarking to some ofhis equally oppressive friends that the "beggar
ought to have been pole-axed." I don't know
whether he had ever eonfided his savings to
de Barral, but if so, judging from his appear-
ance, they must have,,been the proceeds of some
successful burglary,+

Later, it is the s¡rmpathetic voice of Mrarlow that restrains
the reader himsel-f from "pole-axing" de Barral outright
for his conduct aboard the Ferndale. We hesitate to judge

someone who had been unjustJ-y confj-ned in an enviroment

where, as Marlow says, "nothing moves except the irrecover-
abl-e minutes of your Iife."5

More central to the novel is Marl_ow's equally sympa-

thetic treatment of Flora de Barral_. If the younger Flora
appears mercenary in her motives, Marlow draws enough

inferences from her history to explain her flawed character

as a product of vicious circumstance.

It was as though Fl-ora had been fated to be always
suruounded by treachery and Lies stifling everybetter impulse, every instinctive aspiration of
her soul to trust and to love.o

Marl-ow impresses on the reader the undoubted impact of
Flora's abuse at the hands of the vengeful- governess, noting
an incident from hj-s own life in which his self-respect

4rbid., p.Bo.
É.

'rbid, , p.293 .

¿
'rbj-d. , p.150.
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became tarnished.

And yet I was not an impressionabl-e, i-gnorant
young gir1. I had taken the exact measure of
the felfow's utter worthlessness l-ons before.
He þhe man who spoke il-l- of MarlowJ-had never
been for me a person of prestige and power, q
l-ike that awful governess to Fl-ora de Barral-.'

Through Marlow's s¡rmpathetic identification, Flora's early

wound becomes credibl-e, and her subsequent behaviour under-

standable.

Marlow's imagination is quite capable of going beyond

the mental barri-ers of conventional society. He s¡rmpathizes

with both de Barral-s as victims of that society's hy¡locrisy.

Just as de Barral only beeomes an object of indignation

once the fools who believed in him can see him clearly,

Fl-ora's disgrace with the Fynes originates not from her

sins, but from her having confessed to them. "And a coTl-

fessj-on of whatever sort is always untimely. "B There seems

to be a suspicion implied in l\{arlow's words as to Mrs. Fyne's

motives in entering her own marriage, the point being that

the identification of the secret sinner with the confessed

sinner is, more often than not, uns¡rmpathetic. Marl-ow is

that one "s¡rmpathetic soul"9("i., ten thousand?") and the

penetration of his vision is enhanced by his sympathy.

7rb¡.d. , p.zzz,
Brbi¿. , p.1Bo.
o'rbid.
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Given that Marlow is established as "the most genuinely

sympathetic voice" i-n Chance, John A. Palmer's conclusion

that he is indeed "established as a choral figure"1o seems

to foIlow. Yet I would argue that one cannot go so far,

and that Marlow, while possessing the admirabl-e quaJ-ity

of imaginative s¡rmpathy, sometimes evinces other character-

istics which have the potential to render him an unrel-iabl-e

narcator. Pa1merll and. Douglas HewittLz both note that

Marlow's attitude is at times far away from the ideal of

imaginative sympathy, and in other ways inappropriate to

the story he tel-l-s. If Marl-ow is taken as a "choral character

. for all practical purposes the voice of Conrad him-
4a

self,"" then these apparent lapses reflect poorly on the

author's own artistic judgment. But, once again, it seems

more likely that, far from intending lvTarlow as the embodiment

of his own ideal se1f, Conrad has created a fully-developed

character with both virtues and defects in his own right.

It does appear that Conrad has certain ways of warning us

against a complacent acceptance of Marl-ow's point of view.

loJohn A. Palmer,
Literary Growth( Ithaca:
p.?o2,

11rbid., pp.199-200.
12Douglas Hewitt, Conrad:

and Littlefiet¿ , tg? 5) ,@

Joseph Conrad's Fiction: A Study in
Cornel-l University Press, 1968) ,

13P"1*"", Joseph

A Reassessment(Totowa: Rowman

1n
Growth,

Conrad's Fiction: A Study Literary
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Consj-deration of these should pave the way for an exploration

of Marlow's personality and the ways in which it may affect
his reliability as narrator.

One of the oppositions to Marlow presents itself in

the form of Mr, Powell. Marlow's is an obviously contempla-

tive nature, while Powell's demeanor demonstrates what the

primary narrator terms "a probably unconscious contempt

of general ideas .'LL+ l1arlow himself , while he enjoys Powe]-l-'s

company, is at the saJne time contemptuous of him.

He's one of those people who form no theories
about facts. Straightforward people seldom do.
Neither have they much penetrátión.15

Yet Mari-ow and Powell are assigned equal status by the

primary narrator. Both are men of the sea, and hence apt

to have "a turn of mind composed of i-nnocence and skepticism

. with the addition of an unexpected insight into
motives."16 The presence of the "straightforward" Powefl

contributes to our perspective on the overly subtle Marlow,

and may cause us to become skeptical of him at times r €s-

pecially of his tendency to dwell- in the abstract.

The Fynes too are characters who help to give our

overall impressi-on of Marlow an added dimensi-on. Marlow

L4
û onrao ,

15r!¿s.,

16r¡io. 
,

Chance, p.31.

p.220.

p.39 .
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feels that the Fynes are "not intelligent peopIe.,,t7 U.

refers eontemptuously to "l-ittle Fyne," scoffing at his

"solemnity," and at his obvious pride in his wife's con-

nection with "the poet. " Marlow has slightly more respect

for Mrs. Fyne, but thinks that her feminist outl_ook is bLind

to the truth about Fl-ora de Barral and her rel-ationship

with Captain Anthony.

There was no fathoming the innocence of a
woman l-ike Mrs . Fyne . who, venturing as far
as possible in theory, would k4ow nothing
or the real- aspect oi trrings.lB

Howeven, the structure of Chance is such that, as a general

rule, the more sarcastic Marlow becomes toward the Fynes,

the more he himself becomes the victim of irony. For example,

Marlow's constant allusions to Fyne's stupidity make it
especially humiliating when it comes time for him to ac-

knowled.ge Fyne's abil-ities in chess.19 ff," allegedJ-y naive

Mrs. Fyne also has the abil-ity to outmanoeuver Marlow.

Marlow urges Fyne to go to London at his wj-f e 's request,

and even accompanies him, only because he feels that Mrs.

Fyne's attempts to meddle in her brother's Life will have

absolutely no effect. As it turns out, Marlow mistakes

Mrs. Fyne's motives. She does not merely want to drive the

1?ruid. , p.61.
lBruia. , p,t65.
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couple out of her lifer but also to drive them apart. Marlow

does not truly understand the purpose of the mission in
which he so willing1y partakes, nor does he know the dynamics

of Fl-ora and Anthony's relationship, ârid so faiLs to forsee

that the meeting between Anthony and Fyne cannot help but

bring about mi-sery. The triumph of the supposedJ-y uninteL-

ligent Fynes over Marlow is another aspect of the novel

which causes us to view lllarlow with some detaehment.

Marlow's credibility is called more directly into
question through the device of the primary narrator. One

can hardly fail to note this narrator's bol-d interjections
in which he asks Marlow: "Do you expect me to agree with

all- this c'ZO and "Do you really believe what you have

said?"21 Even if we ourselves agree with Marlow at these

times(which seems unLikel-y), the primary narrator's inter-
jections bring us back to an awareness of Marlow as e
character. MarLow Í-nteruupts his narcative to anticipate
the primary narrator's objecti-ons, to address his gasps

and laughterr or ¡ at the very end of the story, his "sar-
castic grin. "22 lne attitud.e of the primary narrator wilL
at times condition, at times merely support ¡ ollr own

skepticism about Marlow.

20_- . _ID].d. r

2lrbid. 
,

p.62 .

p.86 .

p.367.Z?r.ord,. 
,
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However, we do not have to rely either on the structure

of events, or on the gibes of the primary narrator, to reveal-

Marlow's fallibility. Marlow is quite capable of doing that

by himself, for he suffers from strikingly obvious quirks

of charaeter that tend to make a reader thir¡k twice before

accepting his jud.gment. Marl-ow's language is often clownish,

ind.icating that he does not take himself wholly seriously

and perhaps deserves, in hi-s capacity as narrator' to be

taken even less seriously by the reader. Iliany of MarLow's

utterances a.re characterized by ridiculously complex syntax

and extreme verbosity, as in the followi-ng.

And if by the obscure promptings of my com-
posite temperament I beheld him with malicious
amusement, yet being in fact, bV definition
and especially from profound convíction, a m?n,Zj
T could not help sympathizing with him largely.-

Equally as striking as this comic outburst are Marl-ow's

apparent fits of g1oom. There are references in Marlow's

descriptions of setting to "the splendid revelation of a

glittering, soulless universe,"24 "the bespangled, cruel

revelation of the Immensity of the Universe ,"25 These phrases

stand out because they are generally unexpected. As Douglas

Hewitt notes: "It is often difficult to see the rel-evance

of . þarfow's] comments either to the facts of the

23r¡i¿.,
24rbid. 

,

p.I2B .

p. 52.

p.60 .
Zltvia. 

,
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story he tel-Is or to any deeper logic of mood ."26

There are, of course, certain el-ements in the substance

(as wel-l- as the style) of Marlow's discourse which tend

to distance the reader. Marlow spends much time on the

subject of women, in some instances generalizing about them

on the basis of one character, in others beginning with a

þeneral principle of womankind and attempting to make the

characters "fit in. " The resul-ts can be disastrous for
Marlow's credibility. For exampfe, we cannot help but be

unsatisfied that the case of the governess proves that

"compunction" is "rare in women r"27 and confused as to how

the case of Mrs. Fyne, as presented, iLlustrates that women

^Te 
"devoid of decency."28

It seems, then, that we are amply warned against

trusting Marlow. Both the primary narrator and the plot

itself eontradict his judgment at crucial times. Furthermore'

Marlow's own utterances, bV virtue of both their form and

their content, make the reader aware of the limitations

inherent in his personality. Yet to what purpose are we

made aware of these limitations? What are the implications

for Marlow's narrative reliabiLity? Rather than attempting

to catalogue all his numerous opinions which couLd poten-

26ttewitt, Conrad: A Reassessment , p.g9.
2Tcornuð,,

z8ruio. 
,

Chance , p.L37.

p.62.
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tially differ from the reader's, I woul-d like to discuss

one particul-ar problem evidenced in Marlow's character

which is, I bel-ieve, central- to the question of his authority
as narrator.

The key into the mysteries of Marlow's personality

is present, once again, in the frequently bizarue language

that he uses. 0n the one hand r wê have the frivol-ous Marlow

who attempts to turn the depressing moments of the story

into amusing ones. For example, as Marlow and Fyne comb

the countryside for what seems at the tirne will most likely
by the corpse of the missing Flora, Marlow speculates that

his own slow pace must have been "infinitely irksome to

. fuyrr"'=] high pedestrian faculties .'29 Later, when

Barral's philistine cousin comes to take Flora away from

Fynes, Marlow remarks that Mrs. Fyne was "appalled by

personage. "30 Marlow's flippant, sometimes ridicuLous

way of putting things is pleasingì-y incongruous when he

is dealing with the story of such characters as the serious

Fyne and the straightforward Powell-. 0n the other hand,

it is this same Marl-ow(or, shoul-d I say, a seemingly dif-
ferent Marl-ow) who is capable of discerning the darkest

shades of gloom in an apparently cheerful setting. For

example, he once descri-bes a sunny sky as "the horror of

29røia., p.

de

the

the

50.

rt5.3oruia. , p.
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the Infinite veiled by the splendid tent of blue."3L A

similar metaphor might be used to describe Marlow's own

tendencies as narrator, for I feel that he is in effect

continually attempting to erect the "splendid tent" of an

artificially high-spirited optimism to cover up both his

own more genuine pessimism and the darkness inherent in

the story he teIls.
No matter what theory one entertai-ns about Marlow,

one must agree that many of his comments are strangely

inappropriate to the situations he describes. Thomas llloser

refers to Marlow's apparent "fack of rapport with the story

he is hearíng and telling."32 Moser goes so far as to term

I\larlow's general attitude "inhuman." This label wou]-d appear

accurate at times, especially when Marlow tells us of his

fits of laughter as he and Fyne searched for the suicidal

Fl-ora.33 Ho*"ver, Marlow is not consistent in his "inhuman-

ity." We have already di-scovered him to be endowed with

a large portion of "imaginative s¡rmpathy." Idoul-d. it not

be possible to posit a Marlow who, like his predecessors

in "Heart of Darkness" and Lord Jj-m, has difficulty facing

the bleakness that he encounters in l-ife, and who therefore

adopts such psychological defenses as his bursts of high

31tuia. , p,63,
32Tho*"= Moser, Joseph Conrad: Achievement and

( camuridge : Harvard uñffi?ãiTy-ffiss;EWll6
33c orr"r.¿ , Chance , p.55.

Decline
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spirits seem to suggest? rf this is the case, then l[arlow's

apparent cal-lousness may be, paradoxically, a function of
his inherently s¡rmpathetic nature. Chance may show that
a tru]-y open-hearted man finds it impossibl_e to cope with
the tragedy of life and therefore must pretend, as l\{arlow

does, that life is "farce" and not tragedy. The picture
I would draw of Marlow is that of a narrator whose story
threatens to plunge him into the depths of despair, and

who must accordingly try to sustain himsel-f through a humour

which is but the most noti.ceable manifestation of a romantic

optimism both naive and forced.

Let us consj-der, then, the darkness inherent in this
story which l[arlow apparently ends on such a joyous note,

having arranged the perfect match between Flora and. Mr.

Powell. It begins with the liveIy anecdote of "Young powel-l

and his Chanee." Even this portion of the novel-, though

apparently focusing on an instance of good fortune and human

kindness, has a darker side to it. I¡rlhen young powell- arrives
to board the Ferndale, he finds that the docks are ovemun

by "night prowlers" that he l-ikens to ,'a mob of ugly
alrspecters. "/' He is rescued by a constable but once aboard

discovers the "shadowy wreck" of a shipkeeper who speaks

to him in a "faint breathl-ess wheeze.',35 fntrod.uced in

34tuia., p. 3+.

)7.35t-þ¿q. , p.
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Chance, even at this very early stage, are images of the

dying, the derelict, and the homel-ess.

Soon after Marlow begins his narrative, tragedy moves

from background to foreground. inle are tol-d of the f inancier

de Barral- who l-acks both "the brutality of temperament" and

"the fineness of mind" typical of "the masterful adventur-
)l

êr."r" De Barral- accumulates money simply because his own

foolhardiness coinci-des so well with that of the masses.

He is "innocent" in the only meaningful sense of the word.

He exercises no real- decepti-on in the pursui-t of profit,

and reaps no apparent pleasure from his weal-th. It is one

of the chief darknesses of Chance that an "innocent" man

must be spiritually destroyed by seven years of confinement.

But the most prominent tragedy of the work(it is really
not a farce, as Marl-ow cl-aims) is that of the young Flora

de Barral. Her fatherrs circumstances reduce her to a de-

graded condition from which she perceives only two possible

escapes: suicide or Anthony, Although lViarlow tries to find
what humour he can j-n Flora's contemplated suicide, there

is no indication that she herself is anything but serious.

By the same token, despi-te Marlow's evident suspicion that
the probl-ems between Fl-ora and Anthony on the eve of theír
marriage are sirnply the result of a temporary mi-sunder-

standing, there is indieation that the matter is really

36rbid. , p. ?8.
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a much more darkly significant one. Fl-ora j-s initially fond

of Anthony, but as their relationqhip continues, she comes

to fear and distrust him. It is not merely the raw passion

of his "blood-curdli-ng" laugh that bothers her, but al-so

"the rapacious smile that would come and go on his lips

as if he were gloating over her misery."37 rJ:oru feel-s that

Anthony, in hi-s love, takes unfair advantage of her bad

luck, and there is much in Chance that points to the notion

that, feeLing as she does, her decision to accept Anthony's

proposal is a form of prostitution. The last chapter before

Flora's departure aboard the !'erndale is entitl-ed "0n the

Pavementr" which echoes Marlow's earlier reference to prosti-

tutes as "the drabs of the pavement."3B Th" conversati-on

between Marl-ow and Flora takes place outside the Eastern

Hotel, which is located in a dismal run-down section of

London. Later, as Marl-ow tal-ks to Fyne, he catches a glimpse

of Flora lingering at the hotel- entranee and,attraeting

the stares of "three dismal, sodden l-oafers. . Vühich

was horribl-e."39 Fyne is ad.amant that Anthony's agreement

with Flora is nothing "chivalrous and finer" but is instead

"a rather pitiless transaction. "40 Thr= the noveL suggests

37rbid. 
, p. 189 .

p.7t.
p.2Og ,

p .2t2.

38rbio. 
,

3e.Ir.ig. 
,

þoroiu.,
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through inference and imagery that Flora has in fact been

forced to become a prositute. The suggestion is later made

explicit by de Barral- himsel-f who terms his daughter "an

unfortunate girI. You are that as much as if you had gone

on the streets. "41

I\{arl-ow coul-d not be said to be oblivious to alL this
darkness in his story, but at the same time, his view,

especialJ-y with regard to Fl-ora, could not be cal-led a

eonsistently accurate one. It is true that lUarlow displays

a pessimistic and cynical side, not only in his gloomy

descriptions of setting and his diatribes on \^/omen, but

also in many of his comments upon humanity in general. He

believes , for example, that "mediocrity" i-s the "mark" of
lt"cmanr'- and that "success has never been found in renunciation

and good faith,"43 indicating a pessimism that in fact goes

beyond that which might be said to be supported by the story.

But it is perhaps this very tendency to give way to complete

and premature despair that renders Marlow unable to face

the true horror of Flora's existence. Too often he obscures

the truth, not simply through use of the humour mentioned

earl-ier, but through a romantic idealization both of Flora's
character and her situation. The reader's understanding

41rbiu. , p..¿?.
4ttoid. , p.31.
lre-rr¡id.. , p, jz6 .
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of the story depends on his seeing through this defense.

Ffora's despair is espeeially difficult for Marlow

to come to terms with because of the nature of his involve-

ment with her. And this difficulty makes him the object

of Chance's most intense irony. As mentioned, Marlow displays

contempt for a nwnber of the book's charaeters, and amongst

these is Captain Anthony. We are told that as he narrates

that portion of the story dealing with Anthony Marl-ow wears

a "mocking expression. "44 H" scoffs at Anthony's "idiotic"

"heroismr" and at his "touching illusions as to the frailness

of women and their spiritual fragility."45 Yet in lWarl-ow's

own narrative treatment of Flora there is indication that

he himself is hardly immune to those "unreasonabl-e compli-

cations" of "ideal-ism" at which he is habituafly prone to
bAbe amused. '" For Marl-ow himsel-f idealizes both Anthony's

love and the object of that love, and there is reason to

suspect that this problem originates partly in the fact

that Marlow's own emotions are from the start, in spite

of his insistence to the contrary, fully enlisted on Fl-ora's

side. The strength of Miarl-ow's feeJ-ing for Flora becomes

evident in seemingly uncontrolled outbursts like the fol-

l-ouring.

ILIL' 'rbid. 
,

LL<'-'rbid. ,

p.27o .

p,272, p.276,

p.?70 .
46_- . -

-L þl-O. . ,
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Yes, that very young gir1, almost no more
than a child this was what was going to
happen to her. And if you ask me howr where-
fore, for what pgason? I wil-l answer you:
ItJhy ' by chane el+ (

And, depending on the nature of Marlow's feelings, it may

be difficult for him to maintain his objectivity as he pieces

together the histony of Anthony's marriage.

And for a moment I understood the desire
of that man to whom the sea and sky of his
solitary tåt" had appeared suddenly in-
complete.

It is entirely possible too that Marl-ow not only "understood"

but actually experienced some of that same desire. The reader

is lead to speculate as to the basi-s of Marlow's interest

in the story. ïùhat has motivated Marl-ow to come ashore in

the first place? Note that for al-l his apparent cynicism

regarding women, Marl-ow protests that he j-s not "afraid"
of getting married, and indeed hopes that he may, "some

day . . . Some day."49

I woul-d suggest that, although Marlow may appear con-

temptuous of Anthony's romantic illusions, he is in a way

l-ivine through Anthony's experience of lover âod so runs

the risk of having his intel-l-ect swayed by emotion. This

interpretation could explain the romantie excess in passages

47roiu.,

48rbid. 
,

p.91 '
p.L96.

p.131.lro''rbid. ,
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such as the following.

He turned to the mental contemplation of the
white, delicate, appeaJ-ing face with great
blue eyes which he had seen weep and wonder
and l-ook profoundly at him, someti-mes with
incredul-ity, sometimes with doubt and pain,
but always irresistibl-e in the power to find
their way right into his breast, to stj-r there
a deep response whi-ch was something more than
l-ove he said to himself as men under-
stand it. Nlore? 0r was it only something other?
Yes. It was something other. More or less.
Something as incredible as the fulfilment of
an aÍrazing and startLing dream in which he
could take the world in his arms all the
suffering world not to possess its pathetic <nfai-rness but to consol-e and cherish its sorrow.'"

This sort

inability
rhetoric
face the

of

to

is s¡rmptomatic, I believe, of Marl-ow's

least partially sordid truth of

pavement, " it
Fl-ora's commitment

are invincible,
governs men and

at

to Anthony is notivated by "hunger or l-ove."51 H" even goes

so far as to wonder whether her "smile" is not, in fact,

"a ferocious baring of little even teeth,"52 These negative

but unavoidable thoughts are suppressed by Marlow's appeal

to the general principle that "the dreams of sentiment

Anthony and Fl-ora's relationship. "0n the

once occurs to Marlow to question whether

like the consoling mysteries of Faith

that it is never, never, reason which

women."53 But this principle does not appear to be supported

5oruia.

51r¡i.¿.

52r¡i¿.

p. 2BB .

p.L7 5.

p.L72.
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by the specific example of Flora. Although Marlow defends

his optimism about Anthony and Flora's love by speculating

that Flora did not "understand either the state of her

feelings r or the precj-se nature of what she was doing"54

at the time of her revealing letter to lJlrs. F¡rne, the re-

l-uctant words of the older Flora seem to undercut this

notion. ,,I really believed I was selling myself ,"55 =¡"

admits to luarlow, and. since it was hersel-f that was in

questionr ño one el-se coul-d have known better. If she be-

lieved she was, she was. The fact that she may have eventu-

ally become warmer toward Anthony is a separate matter.

Freed from Marfow's distortion, Flora's story is no

more a love story than is Lord. Jim. It is the story of a

person who attempts to escape one bad situation by means

of another. Fl-ora chooses to enter into a loveless marriage

with Anthony, rather than remain dependent on the good will-

of his sister. She is not strictly speaking an adventuress'

but she is guid.ed by the instinct for survival, rather than

by love. By poking fun at AnthOny's "renunciation" of Flora
É1

aboard the Fernd.alg,)o Marlow shows his mi-sunderstanding

of the situation. If there is anything humourous about

Anthony, it is not his reaction upon d.iscovering Flora's

¿1,)*rbid.., p,zzL.
55r¡ia. , p.36t+.
rAr"rbrd., p.275.
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motives, but rather his inability to see those motives any

sooner. This bli-ndness is brought about by his excessive

romantic idealism, one of the same problems that plagues

Marlow in his role as narrator.

The refusal to take a consistently realistic view of

Fl-ora is synptomatic of a larger defect in Marlow's narra-

tion. As Royal Roussel- notes, Marlow's "optimism" as he

draws Chance to a conclusi-on appears to be "unfounded. ,r 57

Marlow is certain that things will turn out wel-l for Powell-

and Flora, but "he was equally certain that F¡me's visit

would have no effect on Anthony."5B rf," book as a whol-e,

then, resounds with hollow optÍ-mism, and more is at stake

here than just Marl-ow's ability to predict the future. For

Marlow has committed himself to a view of the worLd as

governed by "charì.cer" a force that is "incalcuable ,"59 and.

one whi,ch can be either good or bad. We finish Chance not

simply with the suspicion that I[arlow is wrong, but with

the certainty that he must be. The very unstable nature

of chance must exclude any notion of happy endings on this

earth.

!ûorse still-, "chance" itself seems mainly a device

which llIarlow uses to deflect attention away from some of

5?Rouss"1, The Metaphysics- of Darkness: A Study in
the Unity and DeveLopment of Conrad's Fiction, p,L79.

58lui¿. , pp.1 z}-?g.
59corr*u.d, Chance, p.91.
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the morally dubious conduct of his ostensibly "good"

characters. Contrary to what its titl-e suggests, Chance

is not so much a story about the whims of fortune as it

is one about the ways in which people manipulate each other

to attain their own ends. Anthony enjoys the advantage that
his money gives hi-m over the destitute Fl-ora, or at l-east

this is the way she perceives it. Flora herself, while in

one sense a victim of fate, is also manipulative. She may

be dependent, but she is not exactly passive. Marlow makes

an effort to show that his tale rea11y deals with the

struggle of well-intentioned humanity against the capri-cious
t'chance 

" 
t'

þrora] had meant wel-I, and
meant wel-l too. Captain Ant
as I could gather from litt
meant wel1. As far as such
be applied to the obscure p
story, we were all filled ry
sentiments and intentions.o

I had certainly
hony -- as far
le Fyne had
lofty words may
ersonages of this
ith the nobl-est

But the j-ntentions of Flora and Anthony are at best mixed.

As for Marlow hi-mself, he is after all, somewhat of a

meddler. The reader can never agree categorically that these

characters all simpJ-y "meant well."

To sum up, Marlow's reliability as narrator of Chance

is seriously hampered by the l-imitations of his character.

He vacillates between romantic optimism and extreme gloom,

with neither of these moods serving to ill-uminate his

6oroiu. , p.z5B,
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material, either for himself or for the reader. However,

Marlow's viewpoint also embodies a middle road between these

two extremes, one which I feel that we as readers are invited

to pursue: that of imaginative sympathy. The book seems to

suggest that recognition of the darkness of human exj-stence

is not incompatible with sympathy; the two may in fact be

complementary. But it al-so suggests that a man as open-

hearted as Marlow appears to be may sometimes be forced

to protect himself from despair by means of an optimism

that is at root artificial.



CONCLUSION

rn this thesis, r have attempted to show not onry that
IVlarl-ow i-s in each work somewhat unrel_iabIe, but al_so that
the distortions fol-l-ow a fairi_y consistent pattern. ,,Marrow,,

appears to be, as I have said, a single "narrative psychoJ-ogy,,

which remains intact not onry within the individ.ual works,
but also, to a great extent, from one work to another. This
observati-on would seem to hold true even in the case of
the rel-atively unambitious',youth.,,

"Youth" establ-ishes Marlow as a romantic. Just as Bankok
provided the el-usive goal of his younger days, so ,,youth"

itseÌf is the fleeting object of his reminiscenee. we need
look to the novels, then, not for a revel-ation of Marl_ow,s
essential- character, but for the situations that wirl expose
more fully the seriousness of his limitations. ,,Heart of
Darkness" places Marl-ow in such a situation. our uneasiness
about Marlow in this instance stems not so much from the
i-rony inherent in his final "choice of nightmares,,(community
over Kurtz), but from the undeserved complacency that resul_ts
from this ideal-istic commitment to social_ val_ues. Marl-ow,s
belief that sal-vation is attainab-r-e through work seems

ludicrous given the demonic nature of his emproyers, and
his insistence that it is the darkness of the jungle which

BO
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destroys Kurtz is an i-nsul-t to the reader's intelJ-igence.

In LorS Jim Marlow's ideals are again called into question.

The cl-oseness of Marlow's identification with Jim, and the

strength of his need to bel-ieve in a sovereign and fixed

standard of conduet, render him partially blind to the

eLement of contingency which Jim's behaviour introduces.

IronicalJ-y, it is not so much contingency that threatens

to evade Marfow's powers of perception j-n Chance, but rather

the phenomenon of self-interest in human rel-ationships,

an aspect of existence that is perhaps even more distasteful

to the romantic ideal-ist.

Although there appears to be a marked similarity of

intention between Conrad's three major efforts with Marlow,

I would by no means suggest that they are equally successful.

It seems a poor strategy, for example, to all-ow Marlow to

dramatize his uncertainties at such great length in "Heart

of Darkness. " The use of an unreliabl-e narrator by definition

makes extra demands upon the reader, Vet, if a particular

narrator threatens to become excessively tedious, then it
seems reasonable to suggest that the author should have

revised his strategy. Conrad appears to have done just that

in Lord rlim; Marlow is more tightly controlled here r ând

the psychological complexity of the work does not suffer

for the added discipline.

But both Lord Jim and "Heart of Darkness" appear as
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masterpieces i-n comparison with Chance. It is this later
work which most clearly demonstrates the potential pitfall-s
of Conrad's chosen narrative strategy. Although critics
generally agree that Chance j-s the lesser of the three

novels , i-ts faults are rather difficul_t to isolate, espe-

cially when the use of Marlow here bears such an apparent

similarity to that which characterizes the earlier works.

Idhat, then, distinguishes Chanee from ,'Heart of Darkness',

and Lord Jim?

I woul-d suggest that Chance's deficiencies can be

accounted for principally by the fact that whereas in the

other two novel-s Marlow's narration focuses on the idealists,
first Kurtz and then Jim, his preoccupation in Chance is
with the "ideal-" herself Flora de Barral. In the case

of "Heart of Darkness" and Lord Jim Marl_owrs invol_vement

with his subjects arises out of his close identification
with them; but in the case of Flora, MarJ-ow finds himself
invoLved, ÌiteraIly, by "chance." The result is a narrative
with very little penetration of character. Ivlarl-ow simply

does not understand Fl-ora wel_I enough to tel_l her story.
while lViarlow's unreliabil-ity in the first two novel-s appears

to contribute indirectly to the reader's understanding of
the principal characters themselves, his romanticizing of
FLora and her plight only serves to obscure any sense of
depth or devel-opment in her personality. fndeed, while



Conrad's exploration of the romantic

triumphant, he brings his experiment

with a mlsmatch between narrator and

as gross, one might speculate, as if
Intended to narrate the story of I[r.

B3

dil-emma is initially
with Marlow to a close

protagonist almost

he had chosen the

Kurtz.
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